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More on EC Emergency Meeting on SFRY Crisis 

France's Delors on Problem 

LDOS07 195691 Paris Antenne-2 Television Network 

in French 1800 GMT & Jul 91 

[Excerpts] In Yugoslavia, Slovenia ts refusing to bow to 
Belgrade’s ulumatum. We shall come back to i. Mt in a 
few moments. Before that, we shall go to The Hague 
where the ministers of foreign affairs of the 12 today 
considered the Yugoslav problem. Europe spoke with a 
sinp’e voice in saying no recognition of Croatia and 
Slovenia and a temporary freeze on the Community's 
aid. Philippe Rochot reports: 

[Rochet] [passage omitted] The Community ministers went 
one step further in their warnings to the central authorities 
by putting an embargo on weapons and suspending financial 
aid but also giving a chance to dialogue, which 1s still 

possible. The Belgrade authoritees must observe the cease- 
fire and know how to gct themselves accepted 

[Begin Delors recording) The central authorities must 
show proof that this wish to coexrst and to live together 
does indeed exist and must not use violence or force to 
maintain that cocaistence. [end recording] 

[Rochot] The Community is also asking for a return to 
the situation on 25 June, before the declarations of 
independence, but these should also be examined in the 

negotiations 

{Begin Delors recording} One also has to take account of 
what the Slovenian and Croatian peoples have decided, 

but that 1s no reason not to try at all costs to avoid a clash 

that would settle nothing and that would only cause 

deaths and that would then have consequences for all of 
Europe. [passage omitted] 

France's Dumas Comments 

LDOSO7213591 Pans France-Inter Radio Network 

in French 2030 GMT § Jul Gi 

[Text] In The Hague an emergency EC ministerial meeting 
was held and devoted to the Yugoslav crisis. The 12 foreign 
ministers of the European Community have decided again 

to dispatch their three representatives to bring about respect 

for the cease-fire. Roland Dumas argues for respect for the 
law in the context of a federation accepted by all the 
interested parties. The French foreign minister was inter- 
viewed by Annie de Mangot 

[Begin Dumas recording) When one talks about the law, i 
IS IMportant to say that this 1s a country of sx communi- 
ties, six republics “hoch, in fact. were not all ruled as 

separate statics in the past. They can only fulfill themselves 
in a constitution of totality, which can be a federal totality 
or a confederal one. We are in the context of a federation 
Well, a federation can exist and can continue to exist only 

if it 1s accepted by those who take part and by which it 1s 

composed. The central authority should show evidence 

that this determination to coexist and cohabit does in fact 
exist [end recording] 

Finance Ministers Discuss Relations, SFRY 

LDO707 140891 Hambure DPA in German 1153 GMT 

7 Jul 91 

[Text] Dresden (DPA}—A conference of finance ministers 
from six Central and East European states ended today at 
Schloss Moritzubrg. near Dresden, without specific finan- 
cial promises to the reforming countries of Eastern Europe. 
Finance Minister Theo Waigel said the participating coun- 
tnes of Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland had made 

“impressive efforts toward reform and impressive successes 
in reform.” However, it had not been the task of the 
conference to make decisions on financial aid. 

The finance ministers of Hungary and Czechoslovakia, 
Mihaly Kupa and Vaclav Klaus, like the Polish finance 
minister, Leszek Balcerowicz, who was participating for 
the first time, pointed out their foreign trade difficulties. 
Klaus said he knew that the east had to solve its own 
problems. However, the Hermes guarantees for former 
GDR firms exporting to the Sovie’ Union would mean 
“indirectly a worsening of our situation.” “The West 
should not make our situation still worse than 11 already 
is.” the CSFR politican demanded. 

The finance ministers of Austria, Switzerland and Germany 
met on Friday in Dresden for their traditional meeting. 
during which they stressed their will for a speedy harmon:- 
zation of tax guidelines in their countries 

The six ministers who met today, for a day, after the 
three-cornered conference, also dealt with the situation 
in Yugoslavia. They stressed that there must be “peace- 
ful settlements.” 

Poland's Lech Walesa Continues Visit To NATO 

Woerner Interviewed 

41 0507101491 Warsaw PAP in Enelish 1730 GMT 

2 Jul 91 

[Interview with NATO Secretary-General Manfred 
Woerner by PAP Brussels correspondent Ireneusz 
Lukasik in Brussels on 2 July] 

[Text] In connection with the visit which President Lech 
Walesa plans to pay to NATO headquarters on 

Wednesday, NATO Secretary-General Manfred 
Woerner granted an interview to the PAP correspondent 
in Brussels. Following 1s the teat of the interview: 

Question: Let me first refer to a current development: 
the formal dissolution of the Warsaw Pact. What does 
this mean for NATO” 

Answer: First of all this means a sovereign decision of 
the Warsaw treaty states, which we respect. It did not 
come unexpected. It 1s a step towards the unity of entire 



te 

Europe. one more step that breaks with the legacy of the 

past and opens up the wa to a new Europe 

(hur alhance does not consider itself a relic of the past. Our 

eves are turned to the future. We consider ourselves a 

component of the new structure of the European securits 

YQ During a mecting with you three months ago in 

Brussels. President Lech Walesa drew attention to the 
fact that soung democracies had become orphans in the 

sphere of security. What would be your answer today to 

this concern over having no security guaranices” 

A The cxpression “orphans in the sphere of security” 

reflects the feelings of the Poles but also of other states in 
Central and Eastern Europe. We know about such feelings 

wc take serpousls the security needs of people and states in 

Central and Eastern Europe. In our declaration from C open- 
hagen we went a step farther giving an unequivocal cxpres- 
sion of our significant interest in security. freedom. democ- 
racy, and well-being in those countries 

Moreover, we are gorng another step onwards in the 

expansion of our bilateral relations, in the exchange of 
information, in consultations, in cooperation concerning 

specific projects. | think that since that tome we have also 
made a contribution to myecting life to the CSCE process 

“wilh its New mnstitulions 

All these are steps leading to a common goal, to a greater 

security also—and first of all—of Poland. | think this 

should be viewed as a process. We are at the beginning of 

thes process, and not at its end. And I do not think that 

Poland 1s of may become an orphan 

We want—if you allow me to use this capression—a 

house mm whech nobody will be an orphan. m which 

evervone will enjoy equa! securits 

‘) Would vou please claborate on the structure of this 

be a house founded on a system of four or five 

nstitulions cooperating among themselves, closely inter- 

twined and mutually complementary 

The first of them os the CSCE process with its new 
institutions. The second 1s the | uropean Communit, as 

the core of a future European political and cconomx 

union. The third ts our alhance considering iisell as a 
pillar supporting the stability of the building. The fourth 

1s the Council! of Europe that watches the human rights 

that s. pays attention that Europe be truly free and 

tounded on the structure of values 

Finally. ot the Europeans want it. there 1s also the 
Western European Umon 

() Mr. Secretary-Crencral, what does the intensification 

of cooperation between NATO and former Warsaw Pact 
s look like from a practical point of view” counts 

A We already have the schedule of visits whoch 1s rather 
packed cxchange of delegations, inc!uding military ones 
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that 1s delegations of soldiers. We have scholarships 
available also for Polish students and scientists. Poles are 
taking part in seminars which we organize. We have 
opened schools for officers from former Warsaw Pact 
countnes in Oberammergau and Rome and we hope the 
Poles will also use this opportunity to gct information 
We are now studying how to improve information 
(about NATO) in Poland. So, a lot of things are going on 
and | think President Walesa’s visu will provide an 

opportunity to talk about further measures 

Q: Would you like to say anything special on the day 

before meeting the Polish president” 

A. 1 would just like to say that | keep remembering my visit 

to Poland. | recall « with pleasure. Many things have 

happened since that tume. also. and particularly. in the 

relations between Poland and her next door neighbour, the 
Federal Republic of Germany. You can mmagine that being 
a German | am following this with great interest 

I do think indeed that the Poles should know not only 

that we regard them as onc of the core European coun- 
tres but also that we will not leave them alone on the 
difficult road ahead of them along which they are already 

marching. NATO 1s not indifferent to those countries, 

also, and especially, to Poland, and tres to do all 1t can 

to mcrease not only our but also your security 

The Sovect Union knows that we are very closely watching 

its relatrons with its former allies, that we expect it to respect 

the sovereignty and independence of those countries, that 

we cxpect the USSR to do all on its part to create conditions 

for good neighbourliness. There can be no more zones of 
influence. We want a Europe of equal security for all, and 

especially for the Polrsh people 

Comments on Cooperation 

L D007 160891 Warsaw PAP in Enelish 1400GMT 

Z Jui Ww! 

[Teat) Brussels, July 2—Polish Presedent Lech Walesa, now 

on the first day of his official visit to Belgium, compared 

Belgium to “a little screw that keeps Europe together.” 

Talking to pournalists at an impromptu news conference 
on the stairs of the Egmont Palace in Brussels Walesa 
said “We owe Belgium a lot. We want to maintain our 
good relations. We are making new foundations for 
better cooperation between our countnes and Europe.” 

Referring to the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact im 
Prague last Monday, Walesa sand: “There are no longer 
any divisions. no more two opposing blocs. There are no 
threats on the part of states, but there are problems like 

one of the Yugoslav type. One must think beforehand 
how to remove the charge from such a grenade. Yugo- 
slavia'’s example is a challenge to us” 

Speaking of the Soviet troops withdrawal from Poland 

he sand that “some technical problems remain to be 

solved, but decisions have been made and there is a 
political understanding. The rest 1s easy.” Walesa added 
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Walesa reiterated his former statement that the signing 
of the ciectoral law, which he did in Warsaw last 
Monday. means a victory of the non-democraticaily 

elected Polish parliament over the democratically 
elected president. He added: “I can say that mine will get 
the upper hand, but this makes me work even harder.” 

Belgian Prime Minister Wilfmed Martens who took part in 
the mecting with the press said that Poland's association 
with the European Communities (EC) wall be possible after 
January |, 1993. That is when the process of creating a 
political and monctary umon of the EC 1s compicted 

Importance of ‘Stable’ Poland 

LDO3071 35491 Warsaw PAP in Enelish )257 GMI 
03 Jul 91 

[Text] Brussels, June 3—“There will be no safe and stable 
Europe without safe Poland and Central Europe”. said 
Polish President Lech Walesa in his speech delivered at the 
NATO Council of Ministers meeting here Wednesday 

He pointed out that despite their positive evolution im 
the past few years the international relations in Europe 
were still threatened, especially by the economic, if not 
civilisational, divisions cxrsting in Europe and jcopar- 
dizing its stability. 

Further, the Polish president called for building a united 
Europe including the USSR's participation and firmly 
ruled out any projects allowing for making “grey” or 

“buffer” zones, which would result in further divisions 
of the conunent 

Walesa was followed by NATO Secretary General Man- 
fred Woerner who subscribed to the Polish president's 
opimon that security within Europe might be in danger if 
the current economic divisions were maintained 

Earlier in the day Walesa met the European Commission 
Chairman Jacques Delors, who said the EC would be 
willing to provide technical assistance to set up [a] new 
economic organization grouping former COMECON 
{Counct! for Mutual Economic Assistance] members. 
which would act under the patronage of the European 
Commission. According to him, it was Poland, ( zecho- 
slovakia and Hungary, who should lead work on estab- 
lishing such an organization 

Delors also agreed that the issue of the EC aid for the 
Soviet Union should be linked with the opening of the 
Soviei market to Polish exports, while Walesa appealed 
for intensifying the EC efforts concerning granting 
Poland its membership 

Stresses Defending Democracy 

LDO40 7084391 Warsaw PAP in Enelish 2115 GMI 

3 Jul Vl 

[Text] Brussels, luly 3—“We repeat our belief in the 
aims and principles of the UN. Charter, and our desire 
to live at peace with the nations and governments of the 
world. (....) We are determined to stand in defence of 
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freedom, of a common heritage. of a civilisation hased 
on democracy. freedom for the individual and Icgality.” 
Polish President Lech Walesa sand Wednesday 

President Walesa, in a speech given at NATO headquar- 
ters in Brussels, emphasised that these valucs had sus- 
tained Poles throughout the Second World War and the 
years of Furope’s divisson. They had led to the creation 
of Sohdarity, and to the establishment of a sovereign 
Republic of Poland. 

President Walesa said that the role of force im relations 
between European states had been rejected, and that the 

formal dissolution of the Warsaw Pact on July | was an 
indication of these changing attitudes. “The division of the 
European continent will finally be overcome.” he sand 

President Walesa praised the role of the Atlantic alliance 
as a guarantor of security in Europe. even i the changed 
conditions. He regarded the presence of US. and Cana- 
dian forces in Europe as a reiteration of the “community 
of sdeals and interests between the democratic nations of 
Europe and North America.” 

Referring to the Copenhagen declaration of June 6, Presi- 
dent Walesa said that the document represented a major 

step im realising the expectations of the Central European 

states. “The role of the Atlantic alliance as the main pullar of 
European security will be mamtamned.” he sad 

President Walesa added Poland sought closer coopera- 
tion with NATO and its member countnes. He empha- 
sised, however, that this cooperation would not be 

directed against any country. “We want a united Europe, 
the Soviet Umon has a place mm ut.” he sand. He also 
attacked the concepts of “grey” or “buffer” zones. “They 
would represent a further division of the continent 
European security 1 however indivisible.” he said 

President Walesa pledged Poland's full support for the 

CSCE process in Europe. He saw as an important task the 
creation of a “wide zone of permanent security, covering the 
whole Euro-Atlantic area of the CSCE region.” 

President Walesa noted the immense tasks facing the 

newly-<democratic countnes of central Europe, as they 

attempted to build effective multi-party democracies 

and market coonomies. “The practice has turned out to 

be more difficult than we believed (...) bul we must 
succeed, not only for the future of our own compatriots, 
but also for Europe's development,” he sard 

“Our aim 1s integration with Europe. Our growing co- 
operation and links with NATO will be a crucial clement 
in thes.” he sand. He also looked forward to ever-<closer 
relations with the West European Union, and Polish 
involvement in the European Communitics. 

Turning to regional questions, President Walesa said 
that Poland was secking a permanent development in 
tripartite cooperation with Czechoslovakia and Hun- 
gary, and noted that Poland's formal adherence to the 
“pentagonale” group of countries was close. He added 
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that Poland. together wath Sweden, was socking an 
intensification of cooperatson in the Baltsc regson 

President Walesa saod that good relations with the Sovict 
Union were essential, and aat ncgotiations continucd 
for a treaty of good-nemghbourliness and friendly rela- 
tons. He also noted that Poland had begun to develop 
new links with individual republics within the Sovoect 

Unmon. “A lasting solutvon to the questions of peace and 
security in Europe 1s not possible without the participa- 
tion of the Sovict Unson.” he sand. 

Poland sought a secure, united Europe, said President 
Walesa. “Poland will do everything in her power to bring 
about the construction of such a Europe.” he said. 

* NATO Logistics Crucial to Gulf Deployment 

VIGEO3 144 Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ILLGEMEINE in German § Jun 91 p § 

{Article by Guenter Gillessen: “Germany the Main Base 
for Gulf Deployment, Two Millon Tons of Equipment 
for Campaign Against Saddam Husayn”™] 

[Text] Frankfurt, June—tIt would not be hard to list more 
than a dozen circumstances, causes, and capabi'ities 
which contributed to the Allies’ victory mm the Gulf 
Underlying everything, however, was their organiza- 
tional ability. That proved itself, above all, in the rapid 
deployment of some $50,000 American and $0,000 
European troops with all their equipment and supplies to 
the Gulf area. lt was one of the greatest logistical 
operations since World War Il. The U.S. Army alone 
transported approximately 2 million tons of equipment, 
supplies, and munitions to the Gulf, 12,000 tracked 
vehicles, 103,000 wheeled vehicles, and 26,000 con- 
tainers on some 1,000 ships from 40 ports. Some of that 
came from their stocks in Europe, particularly from 
Germany, including one-fifth of the wheeled vehicles. 
almost one-half of the tracked vehicles, and one-seventh 
of the freight containers. Germany was actually the main 
base for the British Army's Gulf deployment. 

The Gulf deployment was carned out in two phases. The 
first began a few days after Iraqi troops occupied Kuwait on 
? August and ran through 8 November. The only Amencan 
personnel in Germany mvolved in Phase | were 1,900 
troops in special units, including combat helicopter crews. 

medics. and chemical-weapon detection troops, hurnedly 
trained by the Bundeswehr in Sonthofen, with 4) German 
Fuchs detection vehicles. In this phase equipment and 

munitions were moved via French railroads or, in the case 
of unarmed vehicles, through Austra to Livorno, where 
they were loaded onto ships 

In Phase |, the United Kingdom deployed a compicte 
brigade, the 7th Armored Brigade from Soltau/ 
Fallingbostel, which was filled out with personnel from 
the United Kingdom and reinforced with division 
troops—a total of 14,000 men. Generally the British and 
the Americans used military transport aircraft only for 
equipment, to transport personnel, the air transport 
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commands of both countnes fell back on reserves which 

they were able to call up from civilian airlines 

On 8 November President Bush gave the command to 
merease the number of American troops im the Gulf to 
over 400,000. The Britssh government followed suit by 
shifting a second brigade, the 4th Armored Brigade from 
Muenster. This brought the &ritush contingent im the 
Gulf up to a reinforced armored division with a total of 
31,000 men. In all, the Britssh Army of the Rhine 
deployed 12.280 vehicles of all types. including 189 
Challenger tanks, 2.293 armored vehicles, 9,111 wheeled 
vehicles of all types, 876 picces of heavy engineer cquip- 
ment, 56.500 tons of munitions, 33.348 freight con- 
tainers, and 5,000 tons of general freight. lt took 150 
freight trains to move the tracked vehwles and muni- 
tons to Emden and Bremerhaven. W deeled vehicles 
Grove to the two ports 

The British were able to acquire 155 mm and 203 mm 
artullery ammunition from stocks im the Netherlands. 
One way the Bundeswehr helped out was with flares and 
smoke shells, for which the Britesh anticipated a heavy 

demand in desert, might. and very-long-range covnbat 
The Bundeswehr also provided the British with a 
number of Fuchs chemical-weapon detection vchicles 
and Hummel! jamming systems. Cooperation wi'h the 
Bundeswehr, especially with the offices of the German 
military representatives al the two army groups was 

close and prompt once the FRG government had made 
the political decisions. 

The size and speed of the American deployment from 
Germany to the Gulf was particularly umpressive. Early on 
9 November, a Friday. General Saint. the commander of the 

Seventh Army. received orders to deploy an entire armored 

corps to the Gulf This consisted of the Ist Armored 
Divison in Ansbach. the 3rd Armored Division in Frank- 
furt, two armored cavalry regiments, the armored brigade in 

Garisted/ Bremen, plus a large number of support units 
(artillery, air defense. pilots, engineers. signal troops, long- 

distance reconnarssance units, military police, service units) 
totalling 72.400 men and women. along with the most 
up-to-date available equipment 

That same Friday morning the general in charge of logistics 
on Saint's staff made appomtments with Gennan harson 
officers and Bundesbahn [FRG Railroad) representatives. 
His staff determined the order of the deployment, which 
was determined by the needs in the Gulf first an advance 
unit from corps staff and then supply troops to pul up the 

tent camp for the arriving troops (the U.S. Army purchased 
over 100 heavy-duty German tents) They were followed by 
armored cavalry units. Then came engineers to construct 
fortifications, helicopters. and finally. the combat troops. 
The last unit was to arrive in Saudi Arabia on 15 January, 
the deadline for the ultematum given Saddam Husayn. That 
meant that the last ship would have to sail on 2! December. 
In other words. the U.S. Army had only 42 days, including 
weekdays and weekends. to move everything. The amount 
of materiel to be shipped was estimated at 600 “freight-train 
equivalents.” The actual figure turned out to be 586 
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(in the first day of the next week, 12 Nowember. the 
Amencans discussed the situation with Bundesbahn repre- 
sentatives. Withen hours the Bundesbahn had promised to 
provide as many trams as the Amerncans needed 

On the third day. the outlines of the enure operation had 
been worked out. All the contracts had been signed. 
Everything went so quickly only because the procedures 
had been tested over many years of NATO cooperation 
Model contracts had been negotiated long before and 
was only necessary to fill in the figures. The Reforger 
exercises had enabled the various parties to work out and 
practice the transport of whole divisions. Everyone 
involved knew each other and many were on a first name 
basis. The only thong that was different was the haste and 
the unusual size of the operation. 

POMCUS (prepositioned materiel configured to unit 
sets) depots held all the equipment for entire brogades. 
unit by unit, ready and waiting. By taking this materiel, 
including 20 field hospitals, out of storage in Germany to 
equip troops flown to the Gulf from the United States, 
the Americans saved time and ship cargo space 

All tracked vehicles and munitions and some freight 
cuntamers were shipped by train to the ports. All muni- 
trons were loaded im Nordenham, everything else in 
Bremerhaven, Rotterdam, and Antwerp. 

Soon the first barges were chugging up the Rhine car- 
rying wheeled vehicles and containers—to Rotterdam in 
$5.60 hours or to Antwerp in 67-72 hours. The return 
trip took twice as long. All Rhine shipping was loaded in 
Mannheim It had been planned to use Aschaffenburg as 
well, but high water made the clearance on the Main 
River bridges too low. Mannheim was able to load up to 
750 vehicles a day 

Air transport was scheduled so that crews arrived in "he 

primary port of Dammam or the number two por of 
Jubail on the same day as the ship carrying their equip- 
ment, so they could drive ut off the dock mmmediately 

The chief logrstecian in Heidelberg had an officer posted 
at cach key port om thes transport network to monitor 

the flow and provide current data to update his picture 
of the situation. Computers allowed him to produce a 
detailed timetable to ensure that cach unit moved at 
precisely the nght moment, like the score of a symphony 

A partial list of the equipment that the Americans 
shipped from Germany includes 19.800 wheeled vehi- 
cles, $,200 tracked vehicles, including 1,800 tanks (865 
from POMCUS's), 953 Bradley fighting vehicles (124 
from POMCU'S's), and 360155 mm self-propelied how- 
itvers (72 from POMCUS's), 2.907 contaimers, 166,000 
tons of munitions, and six batterncs of Patriot air defense 
missiles—two cach for Israel, Saudi Aratia, and Turkey 
Forty-five percent of the 586 freight-train equivalents 
actually moved by rail, 35 percent on 386 Rhine barges. 
and 19 percent by road to ports to be loaded on 103 
ships. One percent of the freight was flown directly to the 
Gulf, Several hundred flights carned 72,378 men and 
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women to the Gulf from Frankfurt. Stutigan, Nuecrn- 
berg. Hamburg. Cologne/Bonn. and Ingolstadt. 

This operation demonstrated the astonishing ability of tree 
market economics to mobilize enormous reserves in emert- 
gencics. This was partecularly clear om respect to transporta- 
tion. Although there was a temporary shortage of a certain 
type of railroad car used Ww carry munitions, the Bundes- 
bahn soon borrowed enough of them from other European 
railroads. Nor was there any problem chartering sufficrent 
Rhine barges. The effort began slowly but more and more 
barges became available cach week 

Nonetheless, the question remains: how rapid should a 
rapid reaction force actually be? Although the deploy- 
ment went like clockwork, 1 took seven months im all, 
with three months even for the stepped up second phase. 

During this phase Saddam Husayn was able to mobilize 
and train additional troops. Although the United States 
was able to fly light infantry to the Gulf in a few days and 
dispatch several squadrons of combat aircraft and naval 
forces. 11 took several months to deploy an armored 
corps. Is it not therefore necessary to provide even 
greater mobility for heavy equipment” 

The American and British troop deployment from Ger- 
many went so very well because everyone involved had 
practiced together through many years of NATO coop- 
eration. All they needed to do was to adjust Reforger 
procedures to the new situation. Soldiers and civihans 
knew just what to do. Officers of the allied nations had 
also learned in NATO to cooperate as coalition forces, 
working to a large extent according to the same leader- 
ship principles and using the same, or at least similar, 
equipment, with experience at the “interfaces” of inter- 

alhed communications. Although the French do not 
belong to NATO's military organization, they too were 
familiar with NATO procedures from mancuvers 

In political terms, the Gulf crises confirmed the need to 
continue the Atlantic Alliance with a significant Amer- 
ican presence in Europe. Even if NATO as such was only 
marginally involved—casing the burden on the Amer- 
cans in the Mediterranean and safeguarding Turkey— 
without NATO, without Europe, and above all without 
Germany, without the American troops and equipment 

stationed here. the Americans would have found nt far 
more difficult and would have taken far longer to come 
to grips with Saddam Husayn 

* Major Computer Companies To Cooperate 

VIESOSS 14 Rome L ESPRESSO im lahan 6 Jun 91 pp 
182.153, 185 

[Article by Enrico Pedemonte “Union Makes Computers”) 

[Text] The European Common Market will be born in 
January 1993 and frontier customs controls will disap- 
pear Will the European data processing companies also 

die along with the customs offices’ The question may 
seem incomprehensible What docs | January 1993 have 



to do wath Oblvetn, Bull, and Seemens, the three Euro- 
pean computer producers’ There a connection 

because the survival of these companies depends largely 
on the type of market they wall have to deal with. Thes ss 

why there 1% Quict resignation now at Brussels and the 
top echelons of the three companies speak of everything 

cxcept current negotiations on the European level. “ht 1s 

a question of the greatest delicacy.” they say. It os a 

matter of overturning EEC politics im order to save an 
enure production sector, The triple allance which 1s 

berg forged could change the future of the sector, Thy 
common proyect has a name: European Nervous System 
[preceding three words in English}. But sensitivities have 
mereased. There a conflact of interests in Europe 
What ts «t all about’ Let's start at the beginning 

The first prece of the mosaic rs what Roberto Masecro. 
presademt of IDC (an important European consulting 
company om the data processing sector), calls the “Euro- 

pean paradox.” While since 1990 our continent has been 
the major data processing market im the workd (46.6 

percent of the total against 35.8 percent for the United 

States, a promacy destined to consolidate at least for a 

decade), the European data processing companies are 

generally failing. Last year, Bull ran up 1.4 trilhon hire om 
losses despite the 1.5 trilhon bre received from the 
French government over the past eight years. Seemens- 
Nixdorf again finished in the red. reportong the failure of 
alhances between the two main Crerman data processing 

companmes. And Olivetti, the only one om the black, has 

seen its profits drastically reduced 

To understand the risks run by the three companies. it rs 

sufficrent to recall that last vear the British 101 folded 

and was sold (80 percent to Fusrteu). And the Scandina.- 
vian Noksa, om rts turn, fell onto the hands of the 11, thas 

also becoming a hostage of the Japanese What to do” 

In such a pressing situation, European producers are sorely 

tempted to ask for protections measures Is rt not perhaps 

true that Japan has always had a rigidly closed domesix 
market, partscularly in sectors considered strategn”’ And that 
even the United States has om ots melitary sector (but m 

general throughout public administration) a fortress resc rv ed 
for natronal companies’ This « the scoond European part 
adow Protecthonim which tramphs cleewhere 1s ompract: 
cable on these shores of the Atlantic First of all for polrtical 

reasoms, because the nations directly mvolved in saving the 

data processing mdusiry are now only three Maly, France 

and Germany. while England. Ireland. and Holland are now 
so dependent on Japanese investments that they could not on 

any ’ay Mamta a protectionist policy The second reason 
% more substantial By raring customs barners agains 
technologically advanced goods, European nations would 
have to emMporl macroprocessors—the “heart of comput 

crs—at higher prices, therety damagrng themec!ves 

But then. if protectronmt measures are excluded what are the 

alternative roads” During the past year, the top manage 
ment of the three European compaties often met to seek a 

Ard slowly a strategy emerged The three common road 
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agree that the EEC pol) of ad to research m data pro- 

cessing has now run its course. Propects such as Espret serve 

only to shower mancy on a mynad of research companies 

and university mmstitutes (the average financeng per proyect 
ts less than 20 mulbom bere), while the Japancec. on the 

contrary. have demonstrated how advantagcous « 6 to 

concentrate cflorts on a few well-sclected otyectives. And 
then, why conmtenuc to finance research that 1 very distant 
from indusinal applcatson. and not dedicate resources on 

concrete propects closer to the market. once agar lcarnong 
from Japan” 

These things are difficult to say publicly because a mystic 

rever~nce has developed arownd has research m the past 

decade. but the directors of the three companies are begin- 
ning to convence themscives that today. om thes sector, the 
importance of base research has become marginal 
Observing on a chart the various passages which compos 

thes compiles mdustrial system, « can be wnderstood that 

research becomes fundamental only om order to finance the 

development of new maecroprocessors and more sophrst- 

cated memory chips But the former are solidly on the hands 
of American companies, while 85 percent of the latter are 

manufactured by the Japanese 

(On the other hand. (Mivett: docs not seem to be unhappy 

about this Engineer Carlo De Benedett: recently defined 
microprocessors as “a commodity” whech can be bought 

from others Market competition has now selected the 

best operations systems. the most efficent macroproces- 
sors, the more attractive memornes Now i sa matter of 
puttong these preces together as though m a geme with 

Lego blacks. And whoever manufactures more “useful” 
products for the people, will win thes game Vittorno 

Cassom, Olwvett: board charman, wys, “Europe cannot 
renownce a strong data processing rodustry Thies means 
arming at the card that the European mdustry still can 
play the devclopment of applications and hardware and 
software system solutions Today as shown by the acqui- 
sittoms of Cl and Nokia by che Japanese. even thes show 
of strength «6 om danger. ~ 

The challenge therefore. 1s concentrated on the satrsfac- 
ton of chent needs bankers, businessmen, public 
adminrstrators. teachers and so forth The great market 
for data processors m changeng quickly Earnengs are 
increasingly less on cach machine and increasingly more 
an the supply of services to the cheat who ts by now tered 
of subordynation suffered for decades at the hands of 
suppers who are weed to bragging about the “power” of 

the machines, without, however, satesfveng the needs of 
those who must actually use tic machines 

Times change, and mm the new era of data processing 
chents want to see a real mcreace om comnpany produc- 
thon—tarely seen on the past—in revotron to mvesiments 

made Today the sale of software products accounts for 

S$! percent of the market, against 49 percent for hard. 
ware But m 1995 thes tendency will be even more 

marked: 73 percent will represent software and 27 per- 
cent hardware. according to forecasts made by the Inter- 
national Data ( orporatron 
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And even here Europe discovers that it 1s behend In thes 
rampaging software market, on recent years Companies 
such as Arthur Andersen, Datamat, Gers and Eds already 
have grown. There ss only one European company 
among the former, the CGS. They are companies that do 
not produce machines bul use those products made by 
others which are absolutcly mmterchangeabic, putting 
them together, compicting them with new software. 
adapting them to the needs of chents It s the new 
basness of the 1990's 

In putteng together a common strategy. thrs 1s the ratio- 
nahization from whech Olwett, Bull and Siemens- 
Niusdort start. Olowett: os further ahead of the others on 
thes road. Already mm 1987 « announced us acceptance of 
the open systems strategy, which « compatible with 

technologies that are pow successful on the market And 
mn tact, before the others, about 10 days ago 1 announced 
its new “hardware architecture” But even Bull and 
Seemens are now on the same wavclength It 1s a matter 
of stemulating the growth of the European market. 
assuring themselves a growing share of the new demand 
without miroducing protectionist measures. Cassom 
explain, “We need an industrial poly which, using 
pubic demand as a lever, would transform the European 
market of data processors into a market of really conte. 

nental dimensons. The meirument we propose to the 
EEC w made up of the great data processing projects 
which mvolve all member nations” 

The key to the operation 1s the new need which Europe 

must satesty as 1993 dawns The |) European nations 
will find themecives paralyzed m every sector by the 

diversity of regulabons, languages and standards It will 
be necessary to create networks of data processing |i. ‘son 
among the different state administrations the customs 
offices, judicial admenstravons. financial monisines 
Here « the dea Olrvett. Bull and Ssemens will build 
thes network together, They well plan the software. the 
procedures. the machines of that which 1s soon called the 

new European Nervous System 

There « much to be done especially if one thonks that 

Europe uses much fewer data bases than the two com. 
petong countnes: In 1990. m the Unnted States and m 
Japan respectively $553 and $525 per caprta mm data 
processing technologies were used. «hole in France the 
figure 1s $367 and om Italy $22) 

Thus rs born the triple alliance we spoke of in the beginning 
(Yivett, Bull. and Seemens decode to build a series of 
comsortums om order to make a concrete proposal to the 
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EEC concerneng the creation of nce data processing act- 
works to smphty exchanges Detwcen h was cst 
mated that wea, covery business tramsaction betecen dif- 
ferent European natioms involves an avcrage exchange of 40 
orignal documents, 40 m copes. and the micrvention of 
seven persons at a burcaucratec com that accounts for 11) 

percent of the final costs of products 

The EEC must furneh the 12 member nations the 
general mnformatean needed so that the process of data 
base sntegrateon well be successful [1 well be the function 
of the governments of individual nations to distribute 
competitive contracts. But the three European compa. 
mics will have on then woe the knowledge of the markct. 
the strength of thew unity of acthon, and the advantage 
accumulated compared with competitors on the planning 
of these systems. We will know om coming years whether 
this 1s sufficrent to save European data processing 

[Box, p 155) 

Separate on } erope 

The cry of alarm raned ty European builders of com- 
puters and semoconductors can be cxaplamned with few 
data: In Ewrope. the Japancer have now congucred v 
percent of the data processeng market SO percent of the 

semiconductor market. and 65 percent of market clec- 
trons. And the tendency) «= toward mercaw Alan 
Gomez, prewdent of the Thompson Electr Company, 
m order to pustify hes request for protection measures 
against Euwrepean competitors (hugher tariffs for five 
years) cxplanns the Japancee success mm this way For 
years the Japanese. on addition to defending thew oan 
insular market. have charged higher prices for domestx 
products, thus financeng the low prices pul on mterna- 
tonal markets. And now that the markets have been 
conquered. a semilar mechanism is being repeated within 

European natrons, where « 1 the taxpayers who sulw- 
dize the chents of companies on crises, The supporters of 
the Troan Horse theory assert that Tokyo cleverly 

selects the natvons mm which to mmvest mm order to create a 
small group of nations that sympathize with them and 
which prevent the community from achreving a united 

position. The small group is led by Great Britamn which 
received about one-third of ‘he $45 bilhon which the 
Japanese have invesied in Europe om the past 40 years 
(italy «& statvonary at 2 percent) 

Another cxaample 1s Holland, with 25 percent of inves. 
ments The European headquarters of seventcen Japa- 
nese groups have been established there because of a 
series of tan ads antages guaranteed by law Among these. 
giants such as Puy, Sony, JVC and Canon have also 
established ther European distinibutron centers 
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Mock Speaks to Nationalrat on \ugestas ( wnflict 
al oan siay! boemmna OR? Television \ ‘swe 

m German 1031 GMT & Jel 9! 

[Speech by Foreign Minister Alors Mock ca the Natwa- 
alrat in Vienna—tive] 

{Teat] [Announcer] Foreign Miniter Alow Mock be. 
just taken the floor Mock will manly deal wath Uk 
foreign policy aspect of the Yugoslay conflict 

[Mock speech om progress] Yugo Javea should also find 
its place mm the new ovder. The fact that Yugoslavia did 
not belong to th: C ommunrst pact system. the fact that a 
commdcratic portion of the population was able te seek 

work avroad. and the fact that ) ugoslavia has bev ss able 
tO participate on several working groups of the ( owncil of 
Furope for a long time. orginally gave rise to the hope 
that hberahizatoon and democratization might take place 
without major problems there Developments in VY ugo- 

slavia after 1989 were somilar to those im the reform. 
onented countries wm Eastern Europe. because the peo- 

ples striving for fundamental political, economic, and 

social reforms led to considerable pressure for democra- 
tization m Vugoslavia as well However, at an carly 
pout, the special features of the Vugoslay wtuaton 

made developments there much more wregular and 
contradictory than in other states on Eastern and south. 
eastern Europe 

As a matter of fact. democrat clections took place om all 

the Vugosiay republics law vear However, differences 
were to be noteced within Yugoslavia In tour republics 
political forces that had so far been on opposition to the 
Communm Party. assumed power as a result of the 

elections In Serta and Montenegro. however. represen- 
tatives of the old order were clected 

Even mm view of these contradictions. i was not poste to 
apport the members of the V ugosiay federal organs on the 

hasts of democratic proncuples The old political structures 

remained unchanged This was a decrwve reason for the 
West European democracies not having accepted Yugo 
Slavia as a member of the ( owned! of Europe so far, untrke 
the reform-munded countries Hungary and the CSER. which 
have Preen accepted as members 

it 1% no surprise that the centrifugal forces have been 
strengthened considerably m such a tense situation 
caused by the relationship between republics with dif- 

ferent levels of political maturity—that «. with the 
democratization process taking flace at various 
speeds—and a central government that 1 not democrat. 
wally legirtemated In addition. the government author. 
tes of the individual republics primarily safeguarded 
their own national interests 

Increasing conflicts among ethan grow have ted to 
serous and constant human nights \rolatrons in southern 

Yugoslavia | am referring to the wtuation of te Alba. 
man-speaking Majority im Kosovo As carly asm 1990 
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ihe semows human nights violatons .n Kosovo induced 
Ausra Wo cupress tis concern about the situation by 

mitsateng the CSCE mechanism of the human dimen- 
won. Finally, the cconomac crisis, which has gotten worse 
mm the past few years, has contributed to further widening 
the north-south prosperity gap mm Yugoslavia 

In view of all these facts, n became increasingsy apparent 
m the course of last year that the readiness to maintain 
the Yugoslav state on its present form no longer cxrsts 
among all republics. The declaration of sovereignty of 
‘ toes aad Slovema, and of other republics, including 

<-tts. and the Slovene plebiscite, in which ut opted for 
itependence, bore vivid testimony of this as carly as at 
the cad of 1990 

Austria drew the conclusion from these developments in 

1990 that a cress for the stability of the ahole of Europe 
mught crupt m Yugoslavia. At the ume, we pointed out 
our fear to our frends im all parts of the continent. In 
commechon with this msuc. Ausinia’s motivation fs 
sometimes been wrongly interpreted and—sometimes 

unintentionally and sometimes probably intentionally — 
misunderstood. The fact that Austria imitiated the 
second step of the CSCE mechanism for the protection 
of human nghts because of the situation in Kosovo, as 
well as the high degree of solidarity that Austria shows 
for democratization processes in the Yugoslav republics 

has repeatedly triggered warnings. Austria 1 rolating 
itself and 1s even contributing to the destabilization in 
Central Europe. « was claamed 

Lads and geatiemen, with all duc sense of reality. 
which 1s a precondition for a successful foreign policy. 1 
would be wrong to assume that one can ensure one's own 
stability at the cost of the freedom of others [applause] 

Concerneng Yugoslavia, Aumica’s formgn policy has 

bern and is guided by one single micrest: that our 
southern neighbors, the peoples of Yugoslavia, be 
enabled to shape then future mm lene with the pronceples 
of the mgt to self-determimation, democracy, a sate 
based on the cule of law. human mghts. and a market 
coonomy, and that they can do thes mm the spurt of the 

greatest possible extent of togetherness [applause] 

However, the forces of togetherness have become 
mereawngly weak mm Yugoslavia over the past few 
months Yugoslavia’s then presedent, President Jovi. 
the Serman representative mm the State Presedency. sand 
at the beginneng of the year that the country’s constite- 
tonal organs were not working anymore In Apri! he 
siressed at a federal assembly sesmon that V ugoslavia 
was threatened with the danger of a chaotn collapec 
These were statements from a very acthentic source 

In med-May the State Presadency became mcapable of 
action, because the rowtene change at 1s top cowld not 
take place. This event paralyzed Vugoslavia’s supreme 
constvtutonal body Al the same time, the mternal 

Yugoslav nationality conflicts became moereasngly 
bloody At the beginning of May massacres |Massaker] of 

( roatian pohoemen and deaths among the soldiers of the 
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tederal Army caused me to make an operational proposal 

umstead of the certainly correct appeals for non solence 

A medsating missmon—which was called Council of Wise 
Mien by the media—vas supposed to maintain dialoguc 
between the partics to the conflict and. in addition. to 
work oul new security mechanivms to prevent the local 
and regional use of “orce 

In order to bring the political authority of the EC to bear 
and to exclude any suspicion of Austrian interference 
the people for this mission were supposed to come 
promarily from the EC states or be nomunated ty them 
For the umplementation of a modified proposal to send 
European legal experts to help im the reform of the 
federal Yugoslav Constitution, | proposed to use the 
Democracy Through Law Commission, which has been 
established under the auspices of the Council of Europe 
mn Venice 

(ne thought determined my considerations above all As 
long as dialogue continucs in Yugoslavia. there is at least 
the hope that no large-scale miluary conflict will break 
out there. The project of the Council of Wise Men met 
with a positive response from many people | spoke to on 
Western Europe. ht was advocated by promunent repre- 
sentatives of Luxembourg, Germany, Spain. Italy, and 
Coreat Brita. lt also received support from Slovenia 
( roatia. and Bosma-Hercegovina. However, implemen. 
tation had to be suspended as long as it was empossible to 
ect approval from the central government in Belgrade 

Cn the sidelines of the Berlin CSCE meeting on 20 June 
| once agaun briefed US. Secretary of State James Baker 
about my thoughts mn this respect. On the occasson of his 
visit to Belgrade immediately afterward, he came out in 
favor of sending a mission of European legal cxuperts to 
Yugoslavia. As he told me, the Vugoslay reaction was 
once agar reserved Prime Minister Markov did not 
respond at all, Sertua’s Prume Minister Miloses ic reacted 
with restraint 

(only now. under the impression of the tragic and blood) 
events on Slovema, did the CSCE states agree in Prague 
with the approval of Yugoslavia, to send a mission of 
good services to Yugoslavia. | will refer to these dec 
seoms again later on 

The difficultves mm arriving at the latest decisons mm 
Prague and the many conditions lnked to them give 
reason to fear that the reaction #95 too little and too late 

( roatva and Slovema declared their independence on 26 
June In connection with then decrmon, Ausina stated 
that ef ms the responwbility of the Yugoslav people to 
determune thei own fate. The decisions by Croatia and 
Siovema are m accordance with the democratically 
expressed will of the two peoples Austria specifically 
wchoomed the imtention stated by (Croatia and Slovenia 
to comtenue talks on a solution with the other republics 
and the central government in order to achieve the 
largest possible degree of mutual agreement 
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As wc all know. force was used im V ugoslavia on 26 June 
Sia months after the CSCE summn mecting in Pars, we 
vere witnesses of armed conflicts m the mmmediate 
vecemity of our becders Regardeng these developments 

and all the thongs that w. have wetnessed, there can be 
only one base reaction. In the new Europe where we talk 
so much about collective securty and the ensuring of 
human mghts. no country can look on indifferently as the 
muita’, leadershup of a country withdraws from political 
control. declares war on the citizens, and finaly uses 
tanks. grenade launchers. and fighter bombers to prevent 
a people from cxercising their might of self- 
determisa’t.on. [applause] 

We have never made any bones about the fact that we 
recerve with sympathy decuwoms based on a people's 
democrat will, However, we are also aware that the 
right to self<ietermonation of the Croat and Movene 
peoples can onl, be umplemented by way of diaiogue and 
by politcal recans ‘mn view of the dramatic develop- 
ments after Jt June. there has been one urgent goal for 
Austrian foreign policy —to prevent, once and for all, ihe 
repetition of tragn dev clopments that marked Eurcocan 

hestory on 1956 on Hungary. on 1968 on the CSPR, and in 
1980-8! om Poland To thu end we have used every 

mstrument that the (SCE has offered us since the Berlin 
meeting on 20 June 

In vee of the thresteseng wtoaten m our mmmediatec 

vecumets, and given the repeated veolathon of Austnan 

territory by the V ugosiay People's Army. | stated that the 
(SCE mechanmm for comsultathoms and cooperation ta 

commection with wnusur! moelitary actevitees showdd be 
wtihized Italy took the same vicp simultancously 

After not having recenved satrefactory bvlateral emporma- 

tron from \¥ ugoslas ia wrthen the scope of the first step of 
this p-ooedere | was forced to take the scoond step and 

call a meetong ot CSC E representatives wethen the frame- 
work of the Vienna (SCE Confhct Prevention Center 
The meeting took place mm Vienna on 2 July 

(serman Foregn Minwter Hans-Deetrich Gonscher 
phoned me on the eveneng of 27 June. ashong me whether 
Auverria would porn the mtiative of the 12 EC states to 
mitiate the CSC E procedure for crs wtuathons which 

was created on Berle. the so-called political emergency 
mechannm Crrmany has the pressdency om the respon- 
wible CSCE commutice 

( course we did wo The result was « meeting of 

high-ranking officials of the commuttice om Prague on 4 
July The meeting adopted three nmportant documents— 
an urgent call for cease-fire, the decmmon to send a 
delegation of the EC states and interested CSCE states to 
observe the cease-fire and. therd, the offer to send a 
cmt goods i! mewon te \ uposlasia if, as the docw- 

ment says. Yugoslavia accepts such a mewon, and ata 
time to be determuned }& Vugoslavia The exact form 

and and responsilites of such a goaded! mission are 
vet to be defined 
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Here | would like to note that the three missions carried 

out so far by the so-called EC troika, that 1s to say by a 

delegation including the current chairman of the EC 
Counci! of Ministers, his predecessor and his successor, 
have—decisively—contributed to halting the first com- 
prehensive conflict between the Yugoslav People’s Army 
and Slovenia. and that ut was basically possible to 

preserve that fragile cease-fire. 

With this initiative the EC has fulfilled a stabilizing 

function, in which the peoples of Europe have pinned 
great hope. I have been in continuous contact with the 
individual chairmen of the EC Council of Ministers— 
first with Luxembourg Foreign Minister Poos, and, since 
| July, with his Netherlands counterpart Van Den Broek. 

In addition, for various months a continuous intensive 

exchange of talks and information has taken place 
between the three countries neighboring to the crisis 
area: Italy. Hungary. and Austria. The last such meeting 
was held last Saturday in Budapest, and this initiative 

has proved to be most useful. 

Ladies and gentiemen, for defining Austria's attitude 
within the framework of the CSCE process and in 

connection with bilateral demarches, we have observed 
the following guideiimes: exact and obligatory respect of 
international law and promoting the processes of democ- 
ratization. As the most appropriate means for those 
objectives, we considered above all the effort to maintain 
the ability for dialogue with all conflicting partners. 
Within this framework it is the objective of Austrian 
foreign policy to do everything to prevent the resump- 

tion of hostilities. Unless we manage to do that, any 
opportunities for a political solution will be greatly 
reduced, if not completely destroyed. 

Second. to promote dialogue between representatives of 

the republics and the central government. Yugosiay 
President Stipe Mesic and the governments of Slovenia 
and Croatia have stated that they are ready for it. 

Third, to support the planned CSCE goodwill mission. 

Now, as then. we hold the view that the crisis in 

Yugoslavia 1s an all-European problem requiring the 
constructive commitment of all European governments. 

Ladies and gentlemen, the Austnan Government has 
great respect for the desire to recognize Slovenia and 
Croatia under international law, which was expressed by 

various democratic institutions of Western Europe, 
including the EC, and in particular by several Austrian 

regional assemblies. Through their decisions these 
bodies have identified themselves with the democratic 
decisions of the peoples of Slovenia and Croatia. When 
dealing with this issue, the Federal Government will of 
course be guided by the planned resolution of the 
Nationalrat. For any decision in connection with foreign 

policy it 1s crucial to choose the nght time. Nevertheless, 
one thing always must be clear: Any European peace 
order will last only when based on the free will of the 
people. The Federal Government will be guided by this 

understanding also as far as recognizing Slovenia and 
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Croatia are concerned. As far as yesterday's summons of 

the Austrian ambassador by the Yugoslav deputy foreign 
minister 1s concerned—let me emphasize once again that 
NO protest note was presented, bul an entire series of 
false statements was repeated—we will react with calm 
and steadfastness, because those claims are absolutely 
unfounded. [applause] 

I do not want to conclude my discourse without empha- 
sizing that defense and foreign policies are indispensable 
and complementary elements of our security policy. The 
positive results in this regard are for me some of the best 
experiences of the recent crisis. 

Ladies and gentlemen, only if the principles of the 
Charter of Paris, which I have mentioned today, the 
respect of human rights, the promotion of democracy, of 
the constitutional state, and the social market economy 

are implemented in practical policy will the image of the 
European home become a reality and retain its credi- 
bility. [applause] 

Ultimatum to Slovenia Expires; Quiet at Borders 

AL0707114391 Vienna ORF Television Network 

in German 1100 GMT 7 Jul 91 

[Reports by Sigrid Hroch from Spielfeld and Willy 
Mitsche from Lavamuend—tlive] 

[Text] [News announcer Gerlinde Maschler] Exactly one 
hour ago the ultimatum of the SFRY State Presidency 
expired, according to which the border checkpoints had 
to be handed over to the federal authorities—an ulti- 
matum that the Slovene government had sharply 

reyected. Therefore, the people in Slovenia and the 
Slovene government are afraid that the federal Army will 
try to take the border checkpoints by force and that there 
will be new fighting. 

And what is the situation like at the borders with 
Austra’? We are now switching live to the Spielfeld 
border checkpoint, where my colleague Signd Hroch 1s 
watching the situation. 

[Hroch] Outwardly in Spielfeld there was no sign at all 
that the ultsmatum expired at 1200. The Slovene cus- 
toms officials continued their work as usual and cars 
continued to pass through the checkpoints. There have 
been no signs of troop movements or imminent fighting 
or of checkpoints being taken over by federal officials. 
The customs officials, the militia, and the soldiers pre- 
tend to be caim at the moment, but there 1s uncertainty. 

After all, there have been several ultimatums recently 
which expired without anything happening. Al present, 
it is not known what the customs officials, the militia, 
and the soldiers will have to face in the afternoon 

However, one 1s prepared for anything. The troops have 
been reinforced and there are trucks ready to take troops 

to other parts of the country this afternoon—to stratcgi- 
cally important places, we were told, but we were not 

told where. 
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There are sull tanks positioned in the woods around 

Spielfeld and the other tanks that are still standing at the 
border checkpoint are also to be transferred to the rear 
this afternoon. 

Half an hour ago Stynan Bishop Johann Weber paid a 
visit here. He acquainted himself with the situation at 

the border checkpoint and expressed his solidarity with 
the Slovenes by attending a service in Sentil). 

This 1s the situation here in Spielfeld, and now back to 
Vienna. 

|Maschler] Thank you, Sigrid Hroch in Spielfeld. And 
now to the Lavamuend checkpoint in Carinthia, from 
where Willy Mitsche will report. Mr. Mitsche, how is the 
military reacting to the expiration of the ultimatum? 

| Mitsche] So far there has been no reaction by the military. 
Here in Lavamuend the situation is quiet one hour after the 
expiration of the ultumatum. The Slovene customs officials 
continue to control the border checkpoint. There are no 
signs at all of renewed military conflicts. Even though there 
are signs of the past fighting everywhere, there are no 
preparations for the erection of anti-tank barriers any- 
wher—and that even though the Slovene Territorial 
Defense Forces was strongly reinforced here in the border 
area. Of course, for military reasons, the exact number of 
the troops has not been revealed. 

The Yugoslav federal Army continues to be positioned in 
the castle above Dravograd. Today we were not per- 
mitted to take any close-up photographs. The com- 
mander, who told us that, said that he 1s prepared for the 
worst. He seemed nervous and irritated. 

This was my report from Lavamuend, and now back to 
the studio in Vienna. 

|Maschler] Thar you, Willy Mitsche. 

Officials Comment on Crisis, SFRY Relations 

Mock Issues Warning 

11 07070685391 Vienna ORF Teletext in German 
0630 GMT 7 Jul 91 

[Text] Foreign Minister Alois Mock has warned the 
Yugoslav Army against “intervening in the process of 
negotiations “ between Belgrade, Ljubljana, and Zagreb. 

A new intervention would “rapidly increase” the readi- 
ness to recognize Slovenia's and Croatia's independence. 
Mock stated after a meeting with Hungary's and Italy's 
foreign ministers in Budapest. 

Mock met with Gianni de Michelis (Italy) and his 

Hungarian counterpart Geza Jeszenszky yesterday to 
discuss the Yugoslav crisis 

AUSTRIA il 

Interference Accusations Rejected 

AL0707 104091 Vienna NEUE KRONEN-ZEITUNG 

in German 7 Jul 91 p 4 

{Unattnibuted report: “Vraniuzky Rejects Accusations” ] 

[Text] Vienna—Yesterday Chancellor Vranitzky reso- 
lutely reyected accusations by Belgrade newspapers that 
Austria 1s interfering in Yugoslavia’s internal affairs. 
The reorganization of the Yugoslav state must be carried 
out by the Yugoslav peoples themselves, he said. Aus- 
tria’s appeal for nonviolence and the observance of 
human rights cannot be interpreted as interference, the 
chancellor stressed. 

Mock on Solution 

LDO0607081591 Hambure DPA in German 0600 GMT 
6 Jul 91 

[Text] Cologne (DPA}—In the view of Austrian Foreign 
Minister Alois Mock, a “very precarious military situation” 
exists in Yugoslavia in which a “political solution 1s still 
wide open.” In an interview with West German Radio 
(WDR) today, Mock gave a positive assessment of the EC's 
initiatives since they had “in each case” contributed to an 

improvement in the situation and had finally achieve’ a 
“postitive outcome.” Mr. Mock said that this outcome was, 
however, still “fragile.” The “peoples of Yugoslavia and that 
country” need “assistance from outside” in tackling their 
problems, Mock stressed. 

A political solution must be applied so that the republics’ 
sovereignty “1s respected,” said Mock. At the same time, 
everything must be done to guarantee or build “a high 
degree of common interests.” Mock said that other 
countries could have a positive inf, sence on that process. 

No US. ‘Interest’ in Crisis 

4100807091391 Vienna DIE PRESSE in German 

S Jul 91 p § 

[“T.C.” report: “Washington Not Interested in New 
Commitment in Europe” ] 

[Text] Vienna—The United States 1s not really inter- 
ested in a strong commitment in Europe. This is the 
sobering balance sheet of the visit to the United States by 
General Secretary Thomas Klestil from the Foreign 
Ministry. In view of the reserved position of many 
Western states concerning recognition of the republics of 
Slovenia and Croatia, the result for Austria in connec- 
tion with the Yugoslav crisis ts not very encouraging. 
With increasing distance, the interest in the situation in 
Austria's neighboring state decreases. In the United 
States, more attention is devoted to the nomination of 
the new black Supreme Court judge Clarence Thomas 
than to the military intervention in Yugoslavia, Chan- 
cellor Vranitzky stated yesterday 
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This also applies to the UN Security Council. Diplo- 

matic exploratory talks with other Security Council 

members have revealed that the UN body does not want 

to deal with the Yugoslav crisis either. Austrian efforts in 
this connection would not yield any results, the chan- 

cellor believes. Thus, Vranitzky rules out an Austrian 

solo attempt concerning the recognition of Slovenia and 
Croatia. The option exists, “and if two or three other 

States want to do the same thing, Austria will jon them 

However, I do not see these states [acting] for the time 
being.” he stressed 

Quite the contrary: The chancellor sees dangers in a solo 

attempt for Austria's FC efforts. A solo attempt might 
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lead to the mmpression that Austria is an unreliable 
country, that ut deviates from the common line in times 
of crisis to pursue its own policy. The head of govern- 
ment explicitly ruled out Slovenia's and Croatia's recog- 
nition by Austria alone. Austria will not be the first 
country to recognize the two republics, he pointed out. 

The Chancellor's Office aiso sees problems in connection 
with the CSCE procedure because the entire process 1s 

designed for central governments. It remains to be seen 
to what extent the development in Europe will require 
some rethinking. France was mentioned as an example 
in this connection. 
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Kohl To Urge Gorbachev Support at London Summit 

AU 0807103891 Hamburg WELT AM SONNTAG 

in German 7 Jul 91 pp 1-2 

{Heinz Vielain report: “Kohl Now Asks Heads of Gov- 
ernment for Money for Gorbachev” } 

[Excerpt] Kiev/Bonn—Chancellor Helmut Kohl intends 
lo give great support to Soviet interests at the summit of 
the seven most important industrial nations in London 

from 15 to 17 July. 

During the flight back from tne meeting with Soviet 
President Mikhail Gorbachev, Kohl stressed in an inter- 
view with WELT AM SONNTAG on Friday night [5 
July}: “1 told Gorbachev in Kiev: We want him and his 
policy to be successful. That will not only be to the 
benefit of the Soviet Union and to that of the reform 
countries of Eastern and Central Europe, but peace and 
security all over the world will be thereby strengthened.” 

The chancellor warned: “It would be stupid if the West 
were now to sit back and watch unmoved how things 
proceed in the Soviet Union. And it would be the most 
stupid thing if someone were to speculate on its collapse. 
| think we must help the reforms—not the Germans 
alone, but all Western countries. The Soviet Union must 
establish the preconditions for that, but then we must 
not stand aside. I will repeat this at the international 
economic summit in London.” 

Neat week Kohl intends to hold telephone conversations 

with the heads of government of the G-7 states and “ask” 
his “colleagues” to advocate at the London international 
economic summit that “the Soviet process of renewal, 
opening up, and reforms be supported.” 

During the meeting in Kiev with Gorbachev, whom 
Kohl now cordially calls “Mikha,” the ratification doc- 
uments of the German-Soviet treaty on “good- 
neighborliness, friendship, and cooperation,” which was 
signed in November, were exchanged. Thus, the treaty 
came into force. It was approved by the Supreme Soviet 
in Moscow on 4 March 1991 and by the Bundesrat and 
Bundestag in Bonn on 17 May. 

In addition, the ratification documents on the bilateral 
investment protection and promotion agreement, which 
is now also in force, were exchanged in a surprise move. 
The Soviet side had long postponed the ratification. 

During the talks between Kohl and Gorbachev in the 
president's guest house in Meshegorye near Kiev, which 
took five hours, the London summit alone was discussed 
for three and a half hours. At that summit, institution- 
alized cooperation of the Soviet Union with the Irading 
Western industrial nations 1s also to be discussed. 

As WELT AM SONNTAG learned, the German chancellor 
intends to propose that the summit participants accept the 

Soviet Union as an associated member of the IMF and to 
grant it a “special status” until potentia’ full membership. In 
that way it 1s to be ensured that the Soviets can soon use 
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IMF loans. At the summit Gorbachev wants to present his 

concept for the planned state and economic reforms in the 
Soviet Union in order to get Western aid. 

WELT AM SONNTAG was assured by German and 

Soviet circles that further German financial aid to 
Moscow was not discussed in Kiev. In view of potential 
plans for the future, it is not primarily financial aid by 
the large industrial nations that 1s considered, but rather 
private investments by those countries for reconstruc- 
tion in the Soviet Union. [passage omitted] 

Further on Kiev Talks 
LD0607105591 Hamburg DPA in German 0946 GMT 
6 Jul 91 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—The world economic summit in 
London in mid-July should be a “starting signal” for 
institutionalized cooperation between the Soviet Union 
and the leading industrialized nations. After the one-day 
talks between Chancellor Helmut Kohl and Soviet Pres- 
ident Mikhail Gorbachev, in Kiev yesterday, the 
German side said it was certain that Gorbachev would 
succeed in convincing the leading Western industrialized 
nations of his chances of success when he submits new 
plans for economic and state reforms in the USSR. 

Kohl wants to report to his Western partners about the 

results of his talks in Kiev by telephone before the summit. 
Specifically, there are ideas of offering the USSR “special 
relations” in the form of some kind of associate membership 
of the IMF in London. Full membership could then follow 
in about a year. The Soviet Union would then have access to 
loans from the World Bank and would, moreover, receive 
immediate advisory and technical aid from the interna- 
tional financial organization. According to the plans, talks 
between the IMF and Moscow are to start immediately after 
the meeting of the “big seven” in London to lend the reform 
program shape in terms of content and agenda. Gorbachev 
must win the world’s confidence, above all for private 
investors and banks. IMF membership would be a “form of 
attestation for solid economic reforms,” Horst Koehler, 
State secretary in the Finance Ministry who had accompa- 
nied Kohl during his talks with Gorbachev, said on the 
return flight from Kiev. 

In London, the Federal Government will also promote 
with further proposals the process of the Soviet Union's 
integration into the Western economic community. 
From the German point of view, the London summit 
should decide that the EC and North America would 
further open their trade barriers with the Soviet Union. 
Big energy and raw material projects in the Soviet Union 
should also be approached in a more determined and 
concentrated way. That should concern, above all, repair 
work on oil and gas pipelines, the damage to which is 
currently the reason for great losses incurred by the 
USSR. According to Bonn, Gorbachev will not make any 
new financia! claims in London. He is realistic enough to 
know that it is too early for that, it was stressed. He 
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would, however, present to the seven biggest Western 
industrialized nations concrete suggestions for private 
investment in his country. 

In the meantime, the Federal Governnient ts considering a 
new “small package” for the Soviet Union, which will 
finally settle all of Moscow's still outstanding financial 
claims in accordance with Bonn’s ideas. Among other 
things, it concerns Moscow's claims of about 20 billion 
German marks for its military sites in Germany that are 
being vacated by 1994 because of the withdrawal of the 
Soviet troops. Possible extra costs incurred in the case of a 
quicker withdrawal of the soldiers, as well as claims from 
exrsting agreements of the USSR with companies in the 
former GDR, will also finally be settled. “At the end of the 
day. we will probably come off better that way,” the 
government said. 

The talks between Kohl and Gorbachev at the state 
guesthouse near Kiev, which lasted nearly five hours, 
were mainly in preparation of the London summit. 
Later, Gorbachev welcomed the German effort and 
Bonn’s solidarity with his reform policy. 

Bonn Dismisses Interference in SFRY Accusations 

400707142291 Paris AFP in English 1408 GMT 
7 Jul 91 

{Text} Bonn, July 7 (AFP}—Germany on Sunday dis- 
missed accusations that it was interfering in Yugoslavia’s 
internal affairs following reports in the Yugoslav press 
that 1 was supporting secessionists in Slovenia. 

The Defence Ministry described as “pure speculation” a 
report in a Yugoslav Army publication that 40 German 
instructors had trained Slovenian defence forces in the 

use of anti-tank missile launchers 

Other Yugoslav newspapers have accused Germany of 
wishing to extend its influence in Yugoslavia, and on 
Saturday the Federal Defence Minister General Velkjo 
Kadyevic referred in a televised statement to a “power- 
ful foreign backer”—which he did not name—for the 
secessionists, 

Both Germany and Austria have been accused of sup- 
porting the breakaway republics of Slovenia and Croatia, 
which declared inaependence on June 25. 

Recognition of Slovenia, Croatia Debated 

11 OS07184091 Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
1LLGEMEINE in German § Jul 91 p 6 

[Report by “C.G.": “Genscher Wants EC to Pursue 
Homogeneous Policy” ] 

{Excerpts} Bonn, 4 July—The Federal Government and the 
political parties continued their discussions in Bonn on 
Thursday [4 July] about whether and when 1 would be 
advisable to internationally recognize Slovenia and Croatia. 
According to sources in Bonn, the EC foreign ministers will 
discuss two problems in The Hague on Friday [5 July}—the 
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pian to send an EC group of observers to Yugoslavia and the 
EC position on self-determination. [passage omitted] 

On Thursday, Genscher briefed Hans Stercken, CDU 
{Christian Democratic Union], the chairman of the Bund- 
estag Foreign Affairs Committee, on his talks with the EC 
partners and on efforts to remain in contact with politicians 
in Zagreb, Ljubljana, and Belgrade, as well as with the chief 
of the general staff. Stercken said that he hoped the discus- 
sions by the CSCE officials in Prague would yield results. 
On Wednesday [3 July], Genscher and State Secretary 
Kastrup briefed Stercken and the representatives of the 
Bundestag Groups on the Foreign Affairs Committee about 
efforts to bring about an end to the fighting. Genscher said 
that some of his EC counterparts warned against drama- 
tizing the events in Yugoslavia. He said that no agreement 
had been reached on the recognition of Slovenia and Croatia 
by the EC countnes at this point. Genscher hinted that 
France, Spain, Great Britain, and Italy were hesitant 
because of the Corsicans, the Basques, the Northern Irish, 
and the South Tiroleans. Genscher said that the EC should 
take a common approach. 

Like Genscher, Stercken said that there is an important 
connection between the demand for the withdrawal of 
the army into the barracks and the problem of recog- 
nizing Slovenia and Croatia. Stercken told this news- 
paper on Thursday that now that the army ts apparently 
withdrawing without anyone being able to predict the 
future, the recognition of the two republics continued to 
hang over the Serbian-Communist rulers “like the sword 
of Damocles.” He added that the two republics would 
presumably not be recognized immediately. However, 
that possibility must be expected in three months at the 
latest, when the period ends in which the implementa- 
tion of the declarations of independence has to be 
suspended, Stercken said. 

Stercken said that it was a success for the Bundestag to have 
persuaded Genscher not to make German foreign policy 
conditional under any circumstances on a common 

approach of all EC partners. While Bonn prefered a 
common approach, because otherwise 1t would hardly be 
possible to credibly pursue a common European foreign 
policy and the planned political union, Germany would 
decide to recognize Slovenia and Croatia, if necessary, 
without the others joining in, said Stercken. He added that 
the Bundestag parties and the Foreign Affairs Committee, 
including the CDU/CSU [Christian Democratic Union/ 
Christian Social Union] and the SPD [Social Democratic 
Party of Germany] foreign policy experts, brought about the 
change of mind with Genscher. 

The Federal Government and the political parties 
believe that the position on Slovenia and Croatia will be 
of exemplary importance for other countries. Stercken 
recommended that the advantages of a loose confedera- 
tion should also be considered regarding the relationship 
between Moscow and the Baltic Republics. He said that 

if such a reorganization of existime structures included 
the option of leaving the respor for foreign policy 
with the central authority— ic or Moscow—it 
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also entailed advantages. Stercken said that in view of 
certain events that were caused by Slovenia in recent 
days, 1 was not advisable to judge things one-sidedly. 
Stercken did not share CDU Secretary General Volker 
Ruche’s harsh criticism of Genscher and the unreserved 
recognition of Slovenia and Croatia because the foreign 
minister was now following the Bundestag guidelines. 

Karl Lamers, the foreign policy spokesman for the CDU/ 
CSU Bundestag Group, said that Bonn should push the 
principle of self-determination more strongly within the EC. 

He said that together with the EC, Genscher had in the past 
backed the Belgrade central government too much and 
shown too little understanding for Slovenia and Croatia. He 
said that in the interest of stability and a new feeling of 
solidarity between the peoples in Yugoslavia and between 
the Balts and the Russians, the mght of self-determination 
must be given priority. Lamers added that Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl reacted to the “critical remarks” of the Bund- 
estag and the CDU/CSU Bundestag Group earler than 
Genscher and also represented that position at the Council 
of Europe in Luxembourg. He added that Genscher was also 
pursuing that line now. 

Genscher: Yugosiavs Must Decide for Themselves 

LDOS807102291 Berlin ADN in German 0914 GMT 

S Jul 9! 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—According to Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dietrich Genscher (Free Democratic Party), other 
couniries should not interfere with the restructuring of 
Yugoslavia. Respect for the peoples’ right to self- 
determination requires that, Genscher said today on 
Saarland Radio. However, other countries and European 
organizations can create a stable and peaceful framework 
of conditions for change in the Balkan country. It 1s also 
a task for German foreign policy. 

Speaking on Saarland Radio, Genscher affirmed his 
position that the actual problems will have to be solved 
by those concerned. “It is up to the peoples of Yugo- 
slavia alone to determine their future,” he said. “No 
outsider can claim the nght to make rules pointing in one 

or another direction.” 

According to Genscher, the European Community will 
be able to play a useful role in further negotiations. He 
cited as an example of further EC and CSCE support the 
sending of civilian observers. Such groups of observers 
will “probably consist of representatives of the EC 
countnes.” Asked about German participation, Gen- 

scher rephed: “If all (EC) states take part, then of course, 
we will be there, too.” 

The foreign minister said the latest Yugoslav agreement had 
“allowed a breathing space for actually solving the prob- 
lems.” In view of the difficult situation in Yugoslavia, 
Genscher said, that was not an easy thing to do. Therefore, 
the result should be valued even more. The breathing space 
should be used “to get down to the actual problems.” 
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KGB Said Building New Espionage Network 

AU0407 134991 Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German 4 Jul 91 p 8 

[Report by “BAN”: “Threatening Developments” 

[Text] Bonn, 3 July—The Federal Government is 
watching with increasing concern the continuous efforts 
of the Soviet intelligence service, the KGB, to take over 
former “sources” of the GDR espionage service in the 
Federal Republic. High-ranking security experts in the 
Interior Ministry speak about a “really threatening 
development.” They say that KGB headquarters in 
Moscow has given orders to compensate for the fact that 
Moscow is receiving very little intelligence information 
about the Federal Republic following the breakdown of 
the former GDR and its Main Administration for Intel- 
ligence (HVA). The Soviet intelligence service received 
most of its intelligence information on West Germany 
from the GDR Ministry of State Security. 

According to information obtained by German security 
authorities, the KGB order to build a new espionage 
network is to be fulfilled by 1994. Thus Moscow estab- 
lishes a connection with the withdrawal of the 300,000 
Soviet soldiers from the territory of the former GDR. We 
can conclude from such indications that the future 
Soviet espionage members will be instructed and rein- 
forced from the Soviet barracks. The sources in the 
Interior Ministry said that there is a continuous “radio 
command and control information system” [“Fue- 
hrungsfunk™] which gives instructions to KGB members 
in Germany. “The KGB 1s a possible danger.” the 
sources said. In addition, sources in Bonn confirmed 
that the Soviet military facilities in eastern Germany 
have been watched by Bundeswehr members. That was 
Stated in response to an inquiry by the PDS [Party of 
Democratic Socialism]. 

Meanwhile, news broke that the Federal Office for the 
Protection of the Constitution has followed up on 1,480 
tips since the unification of Germany last year. They could 
lead to putative agents of the former GDR Ministry for 
State Security [MfS}. The sources said that there could be 
more. About 400 cases have been passed to the Federal 
Prosecutor's Office and to the Federal Office of Criminal 
Investigation. According to the same security service 
sources, it will take about three years to cope with that 
aspect of the German past. At MfS headquarters, 9,100 
staff members dealt with espionage against the former 
Federal Republic. A document of the former HVA leader- 
ship under Markus Wolf and Grossmann shows that in the 
last 10 years there was no GDR spy working in West 
Germany who was above pay group B-6 (that means that 
above all, department heads and state secretaries were 
left). In addition, sources who were not well paid but were 
posted to central authorities were often considered more 
productive than high-ranking officials. 

Following the reports on cooperation between the MfS 
and the Red Army Faction, other attempts by the Stasi 
[State Security Service] to influence West German policy 
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have been reported. The records of telephone conversa- 
tions of high-ranking policians (Kohl, Bicdenkopf, 
Strauss, and his adviser Scharnagl), which were pub- 
lished and created a sensation im the seventies, are 
apparently the result of the telephone surveillance that 
was carned out by the GDR. The Stasi also considered 
puttong trace elements of atomic particles in the environs 
of “est German nuclear facilites (Gorleben) to influ- 
ence the debate on nuclear power in West Germany, 
however, that plan was never carried out. 

The security authorities have noted with concern a merger 
of former employees of the National People’s Army. the 
Stasi. and the People’s Police, which—possibly for the tume 
being—is solely designed to serve the purpose of repre- 
senting their interests (in the debate on old-age pensions. for 
instance). They say that there 1s a central office in Berlin and 
well organized regional structures. The number of members 
is about 100,000. In the case of lasting “frustration,” that 
group could become a political organization. Security 
sources speak about an “explosive hotbed.” In view of such 
developments, they warn against refusing to give the whole 
GDR security apparatus a professional future in the united 
Germany 

Red Army Faction Attacks Magazine's Office 

LDOSO7153191 Hambure DPA in German 1437 GMT 
8 Jul 91 

[Text] Hanover (DPA}—Sympathizers of the terrorist 
Red Army Faction (RAF) occupied the office of the news 
magazine DER SPIEGEL in Hannover today. According 
to information from one of the magazine's employees. 
SPIEGEL Editor Juergen Hogrefe was attacked in the 
process by around twelve occupiers and injured. During 
the | and ‘> hours of the action, the editorial offices were 
damaged. The police have begun investigations. The 
sympathizers distributed 4 t~o-page pamphiet on the 
“media's hate campaign against the political prisoners” 
through the editorial Fax machine. The occupiers 
described the claim thai the lawyers of the imprisoned 
RAF members were acting as couriers as “the most 
recent variation.” This “political smear campaign” was 
also “decisively pushed forward™ by the news magazine. 
“Sensational front page spreads” in the newspapers were 
aimed at “getting the state protection lies” of the Federal 
Prosecutor's Office and the Federal Office of Criminal 
Investigation “into the minds of the people,” the pam- 
phiet went on to say. The assassination attempts on the 
head of the Deutsche Bank, Alfred Herrhausen, the 
leader of the Trust Agency, Detlev Karsten Rohwedder, 
and the state secretary in the Federal Interior Ministry, 
Hans Neusel, were described in the pamphiet as “RAF 
actions,” which, at a time “of impoverishment of larger 
sections of the population, intervene politically.” 

BV President Interviewed About Security, RAF 
AL0707201791 Cologne Deutschlandfunk Network 

in German 0900 GMT 7 Jul 91 

[Interview with Eckhardt Wertebach, president of the Fed- 
eral Office for the Protection of the Constitution, BV, by 
Karl Wilhelm Fricke: place and date not given—recorded] 
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[Text] [Fncke] What ss the greater danger to the FRG's 
internal security, whech you, Dr. Weriebach, have to guard 
against, $0 to speak: terrors! activities by the Red Army 
Faction [RAF] or the militant, violent ultranightism, which 
1S emerging in the five mew laender in particular’ 

[Wertebach] Both phenomena must be watched and 
checked by the BIV. however the decision on whether the 
dange: 1s greater from mulitant ultranghtism or from RAF 
terrorism 1s casy for me. There 1s no doubt that the danger 
posed by RAF tesrorssm 1s far greater and wornes me most. 

[Fricke] According to the latest revelations, the RAF 
command echelon 1s preparing for new assassinations. 
Potential targets were mentioned publicly. How sen- 
ously should we take such revelations” 

[Wertebach] You wall understand if I do not comment on 
the most recent indiscretions. What | can say 1s thal we 
can see that at the moment the RAF scene—both within 
the RAF and also between the various echelons of the 
RAF—is extremely nervous. There is nervous tension, 
and serious internal conflicts are taking place and cer- 
tainly also determine its policy. There are conflicts 
between the command echelon, the prisoners, but also 
between the militant echelon, the so-called fighting units, 
and the more narrow circles around the RAF. Obviously, 
the question 1s whether one believes that it 1s possible to 
advance the RAF's policy with more massive terrorist 
attacks or whether 11 would not be better for the RAF's 
policy to be to refrain from such attacks, as some 
members of the RAF scene think. 

[Fricke] Thus, there 1s critical questioning of the so- 
called hard line 

[Wertebach] We could say that. In any case, 1 can be 
proved from the various publications that have come 
from the various RAF echelons over the past few weeks 
and months 

[Fncke] You yourself speak of vanous echelons, Dr. 
Wertebach. An effective command echelon presupposes 
logistic support, an operational base, but also effective 
commanders. Do you share the view that some of the 
current RAF prisoners have a commanding role, in 
accordance, for instance, with the formula: The brains 
are in prison, the soldvers doing the work are outside” 

[Wertebach] li 1s certainly correct that the prisoners, rather 
than the killers. those who carry out the attacks outside, are 

the ones that have the brains. That 1s certainly correct and 
can be proved most effectively by the various letters 
claiming responsibility. If you look, for instance, at the letter 
claiming responsibility for the attack on State Secretary 
Neusel: It did not have a high intellectual value. in addition, 
it was very hard to understand, and, therefore, 1 could not 
be disseminated on the scene. That and various other 
findings justify the conclusion that, at the moment, it 1s the 

prisoners that have the brains 

[Fricke] But if one looks at the scene from that point of 
view, One must come to the conclusion that obviously 
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there 1s a well-ordered RAF information system. Is ut 
truc thal terrorsts’ lawyers keep communications going 
in the system” 

[Wertebach] It 1s true that RAF lawyers are acting as 
mediators between the people inside and those outside 

[Fricke] Why can that not be stopped” 

[Wertebach] It 1s a question that should be asked primarily 
of the pudiciary and of the Prosecutor General's office. It has 
become known that they are considering the rssuc 

[Fricke] How big do you think the hard core of the RAI 

1%. in terms of numbers” 

[Wertebach] We can, of course, make guesses as to its 
overall strength from the way attacks are carried out. | 
proceed from the premise that, perhaps there 1s not only 

one command, but several—<ceriainly two—commands 
and therefore I assume that there are certain!) more than 
10 and probably not more than 20 people in the com- 
mand echelon. | also deduce that from the fact that the 
siringent principle of isolation must be deliberately 
adhered jo, and that principle of isolation works only 1! 
the number of the command members who carry out the 
attacks 1s kept as small as possible. 

[Fricke] That would also explain why for more than |. 
years, people involved im terrorists attacks have not been 
caught—or 1s there also another reason for thal. in your 
view” 

[Wertebach] The main reason for it us that after the 
terrorist trials at the beginning of the 1980's, the terror- 
ists checked very closely which findings the police and 
the BfV had made in order to catch terrorists. The trials 
were analyzed, the statements were analyzed, as was the 
material evidence used in the trials. Consequently, the 
terrorists were well able to understand and follow the 
working methods of the police and the BIV. Then they 
obviously made use of a long period of time—in partic- 
ular between 1986 and 1988, when there were nwo fer- 
rorist attacks, for almost two years—to improve their 
methods of attack, to eliminate the recognized weak- 
nesses that we had to disclose in the terrorists’ trials 
They managed to do that quite well. We know about 
their extremely secret method of work, which 1s as good 
as that of professional intelligence services. Those are the 
difficulties the security authorities have to face today 

[Fricke] You mentioned the terrorists’ trials. The ruling that 
terrorists who testify for the prosecution receive a reduction 
of their sentences has not had any great effect. Do you 
consider the relatively mild sentence received by Henning 

Beer recently as a signal that 1s pointing in a different 
direction, inasmuch as that other potential RAF dropouts 

might see it as an incentive to reveal their knowledge’ 

{Wertebach] | hope that the sentence received by Hen- 

ning Beer will have that effect, even though as a lawyer | 
must add that the relatively mild sentence was given 
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primarily because the criminal law relating to young 
offenders was applicd. However, | do hope that 1 wall 
have an effect 

[Fricke] There have been far more severe sentences. | am 

thinking of the sentences received by Susanne Albrecht 
and Werner Lotze. who were sentenced to 12 years in 
prison cach. and that were seen by critics as being 
counterproductive, as far as the ruling ca state's evi- 

dence 1s concerned 

|Wertebach} Mr. Fricke, when | am asked to the two 
sentences, | always pormt out first that 1 1s not m_ place to 

critucize, but I alse port out the reaction by the RA scene 
to the sentences. The reaction by the RAF was one of 

pleasure, and | think that answers your question 

[Fricke] That 1s an answer that gives food for thought 
Dr. Wertebach. for about one year ac have known about 

the connection between the ex~GDR Ministry of State 

Security [MfS) and the RAF, about the cooperative 
relations between the MfS and the RAF. The Stasi not 
only facilitated social integration in the GDR for RAF 
dropouts, but a number of terrorists also relied on 

logistxc support from the M&S. terrorists were trained 
with handguns and explosives in ‘ne GDR and were 
obviously also equipped with «e:-ons. How do you 

assess the danger—this 1s my Guestion—of the old con- 
tacts between the MfS and the RAF providing new 
operational opportunities’ Is 1t to be supposed that 

former MfS officers are working in the RAF? 

|Wertebach} We know the prefessional work of the Stasi 

people, we know the militant behavior and the brutal 

methods of the R AF, and if logistical and other support 
is given, the poterual danger of the RAF is increased. | 
do not have any indscations that there are no longer any 

connections between the RAF and the former Stasi, or 
members of the Stasi. Some facts speak in favor of the 
exrstence of such connections, because the raison d'etre 
for both groups—be i the Stasi or the RAF—was to 
cause damage to the FRG, to this liberal state based on 
the rule of law. Both were interested in that and both are 
still interested mm it, even though the Stasi no longer 

CXISIS aS aN Organizational unit, but there are certainly 

stil! many cx-Stasi members 

[Fricke] So much for the potential reactivation of con- 

tacts between the MfS and the RAF 

What should one think of information that some former 

MiS agents have been taken over by the Soviet intelli- 
gence service, the KGB, and are now continuing their old 
work in the new conditions of the united Germany” 

|Wertebach]} | can confirm that the KGB has established 
a network that 1s designed to enable it to gather intelli- 
gence information, in particular from the fields of polit- 
ical and military affairs, but also from industry and 
scrence, after the withdrawal of the Western Group of 
Soviet Forces from Germany. The KGB has not only 
continued to cultivate its potential for access that i has 

in the former GDR, but ut has additionally turned to 
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former members of the Foreign Intelligence Collection 
\.ain Administration (HVA) and tned to persuade 

them—with some success—to continue their work as 
agents against the FRG and to reactivate former MfS 
sources for the KGB. I can confirm that information 

[frncke] Would that mean that former officers of the 
HVA continue to work as controllers, but this ume on 
the orders of the KGB” 

[Wertebach] That assumption is correct, at least im 
individual cases. 

[Fncke] Can you give us 2n approximate number of 
former MfS agents in the old FRG who have been taken 
over by the KGB” 

[Wertebach] I'm sure you understand that | cannot give 
you any names or the exact number of cases, but | stress 
that they are not just rsolated cases. 

[Fricke] How should one see the Party of Democratic 
Socialism [PDS], the successor to the Socialist Unity 
Party of Germany [SED], in this connection” Should u 
not be considered as a political meeting point for former 
MfS members” 

[Wertebach] Mr. Fricke, | always insist on pomtinig out 
that the PDS is not the successor to the SED. but a party 
that bore the name SED one or one and a half years ago 
Some time in between it also bore the name SED-PDS. It 
has simply been renamed. The striking thing 1s that thes 
PDS very much cares for the former full-tume M&S 
employees. That really gives food for thought. Therefore, 
most recently the PDS has seemed to me to stand in a 
different light than | assumed a few months ago 

[Frcke] Dr. Wertebach, do | understand you correctly 
that you generally consider the PDS as a party that ts 

hostile to the constitution, and that consequently u 

should be observed accordingly, using the means of the 
intelligence service” 

[Wertebach] | discussed that with the members of my 
office responsible for the matter and told them to make 
a new assessment. It deals with your question. As soon as 
I have that analysis, | will contact the FRG intenor 
minister and my colleagues in the land offices for the 
protection of the constitution, and then we will perhaps 
have to make a new decision 

[Fricke] That decision has already been made in Bavaria 

{Wertebach] That 1s correct 

[Fricke] With the end of the SED, the fate of the German 
Communist Party [DKP] was also sealed. The orthodox 
left has sunk into political obscurity, if my assessment is 
correct. However, does that also apply to the cadres of 
the former illegal military organization of the DAP” 

[Wertebach] Yes. For years constitutional protection 
and, in particular, my office have been reproached by 
many for overestimating the importance of the DKP and 
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its vanguard and offshoot organizations, and cxagger- 
ating it in public discussion. The findings thAT we have 
since acquired, in particular about the DKP military 
organization, only confirm our previous warning of the 
DKP’s importance concerning internal security, or of the 
dangers posed to internal security by the DKP 

Of course, 1 ts correct that in the meantime the number of 
its members has declined to fewer than 10,000. and that u 
has considerably lost in importance since the automatic 

control of the SED and. im particular the automatic 
financing by the SED. disappeared. However, the DKP 
mulitary organization still has to be clarified. We know that 
proceedings will be started by the Frankfurt Public Prose- 
cutor’s Office. We are contributing our findings to that New 
evidence has been uncovered that | cannot disclose here. but 
that makes me confident that we will be able to shed light on 
this particularly dark side of the DKP. because they were 
saboteurs who wanted to destroy vital facilities of the FRG. 
including those that were essential for defense, and thus 
wanted to damage the vital nerve of this republic, And that 

must be clarified 

[Fricke] Have some members of the DKP leadership 
moved over to the new left or are they withdrawing from 
the class struggle in frustration” 

[Wertebach] We have an interesting development in the 
ultra-lefi scene ai the moment. because when | told you 
that the DKP. which had 40,000 members some years 
ago. has declined to fewer than 10.000. one must not 
understand i in such a way that the 30,000 who left the 
DKP have since become democrats. Not at all. They are 

still ultra-leftists who want to undermine and climinate 
the liberal and democratic basic order. They are obvi- 
ously looking for a new political home at the moment 
Occasionally. some people have moved over to the new 

left, which 1s now stronger—in terms of numbers—than 
orthodo, communism 

[Fricke] Another problem that must worry the BTV 
president is ultra-nghtism in Germany. in particular im 

the castern German lacnder | will cite some of the main 

places: Berlin, Dresden, and Leipzig. How tig s the 
potential, in your view” 

[Wertebach] Unfortunately, in the castern part of Ger- 
many, that 1s, in the five new lacnder, we have not been 
able to gather precise information about the number of 
members, about the militant potential of the individual 

groups. That is so because so far we have not yet 
established any constitutional protection authorities 
which could make investigations into that in the five new 
laender Our information about the five new lacnder 1s 
therefore. only fragmentary 

However, we do know thal a violent spate of neo Naz 

activities has taken place over there, thal new neo-Nazi 

groups have formed over there, which were at first pro- 
moted or controlled by organizations from the old FRG. but 
that additionally. new organizations have been formed im 
the new laender | think 1 % very very emportant that the 

stage of development, the emergence of such new groups. 1s 
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monitored by constuiutvonal protection bodies as soon as 

possible, We are tryeng to do our best. We have established 
branch offices. we are already sending our employees to the 

new lacnder on order to improve the provision of informa- 
thon. However, a 1s only a makeshefi arrangement and can 
be only temporary 

In general. | would say that there are certainly 2,000 or 
more mulitant neo-Nazi in the new lacnder. I cannot 
confirm the very high number of 15.000 of even $0,000 
ultra-rightrst sympathizers 

[Fricke] ls there any cast-west micraction between ultra- 

roghtrsts, that 1s. support for castern ultra-rightssts by 
those who first haunted the old lacndcr and have been 
condemned to politcal umpotency here” 

[Wertebach}] Certamnly. | can dlustrate that with two 
figures. Dr. (Frey). the publisher and chairman of the 
(rserman People’s Uneon, boasts that he has won several 
thousand members om the new laender’ The NDP 
|Natronal Democratic Party of Germany] also speaks of 
having gained several hundred new members in the five 
new lacnder There are organizational measures there— 
land awsocmathons are formed. krenm associations are 
formed Thus. organizational measures are taken to 
comsobldate ther positron 

There « no dow that « carts and that 1 was also the 
beginneng of the ultra-rightist scene mm the five new 
laender. even though one must not forget that ultra- 
nghtim cen melrtant ultra-nghtrsm, always did cxrst on 
the former GDR. However, « was hushed up by the SED 
regime. because an ants-fascest state, as the SED regime 
saw stsclt. could not perma the formation of an ultra. 
rightist scene om such a state 

|Prcke} Because what must not be. cannot be 

[Werehach) Roght 

[Froke} All that shows how mndispemsabic the cantence and 
work of the BTV « and well be om Germany's present and 
future How do you see the future prospects for your office” 

De vow see new tasks’ | would lke to mtroduce one weur 

into thes ontervees the problen, of sensitive capor controls 

the differences on opemon etech have not vet been clim- 
nated on the responsibility of the BTV on the ome hand and 
the ( ustorms Control Institute on the other 

|Wertehach| Mr Froeke. s© as not to lead to a misunder- 

standing | would lke co port out that we do not need any 
mew tasks to pustefy our carstence | thenk that what we have 

discussed here on thes unternvices proves how important and 
indispensatic Comstitutonal protection 1s 

Nevertheless, | cannot quite underviand the discussion 

about sensitive caports, om particular to the Arab area. 
whech » currently berg conducted at the political level 
As a result of ots legal authorization, the BTV is respon- 
whic for Monrtormg sensitive caports, at least in those 
cases where they are conducted by a hostile intelligence 

service. when a hostile mmtelhigence service controls the 
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iliegal transicr. lt «5 our responsitulsty, with all authon- 
zvavons that we have been given—that «. including 
monitorng of mail and tciephone cons crsations 

However, if we already have partial responsibility and 
have also have gained some caperence om thal sector, 4 
would be more logical to give us the overall respons. 
bility for moniormg sensitive caports | think thal a 
would be a meaningful and usctul decison by the poli 
tcrans. One other thing also speaks for namely that m 
ali other Western European countries. the domestix 
imtcthgence services are responsible for such tasks 

Figures on Extremists in Former GDR Given 

LDOTOT03 1191 Berlin ADN on German OSS GMT 
6 Jul 91 

[Test] Berlin (ADN}—According to rough cstemates, 
there are already 8.000 active cxtremests mm castern 
Germany $.300 nght-wing catremrsts. 2.000 hoolgans. 
and 700 left-wing extremists. There s. om addition, a 
growing loose circle of sympathizers According to infor- 
mation from a senior national security official from the 
yount regronal office for crominal mmvestigations. the fig- 
ures are “to some extent verified. but cannot be awer- 
tamned to the very last detail” An upward trend is, 
however, lskely on the coming months 

PDS Said Anti-( onstitutional, lo Be Watched 
410107145491] Hambure DIE WELT on German 
I Jul Vipa 

[U natinibuted report} 

[Text] Berlin—According to Bavarian Intcrvor Minister 
Edmund Storer, the Federal (ffice for the Protection of 
the Constitution has “clearly arrived at the concluwon 
that the PDS [Party of Democrat Socialwm) « an 
anticonstitutional party ~ In an mmterveew of the dary 
SUPER. Stovher stressed that 1 1 “absolutely necessary” 
to watch the SED [Sociualet Unity Party of Germany] 
successor organization throughous the Federal Republic 
by using intcthgence service means Storber also cited 
information obtained by the Bavarian (Cffice for the 
Protection of the Constitution The PIS has been 
wctched on Bavaria sence the beginning of thes vear 

Former GDR Army Equipment barmarked for | kraine 

L1)0807 192891 Hambure DP 4 in German 154° OMT 
4 Jul 9/ 

“Teat}) Bonn’ olagne (DPA)}— The Federal Government 
wants to make available to the Ukraine equipment from 

the stocks of the former National People s Army (NVA) 
worth about 21 millon German marks Bernd Wilz, the 
defense policy spokesman for the Christian Democratic 
Umon’ Christian Social Unron Bundestag Group, 
reported on Deutschlandfunk today that this includes 
around 700 trucks, 70 automotules, as well as agricul- 
tural and medical equipment The shipment is dewgned 
to help umprove the reconsiruction of agriculture and 
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medical supplies in the Chernoty! regron. Wily sand on 

returning from the Ukraman capital, Kocv. The Bonn 
Defense Ministry says the equipment is to be assembled 
by mid-August and then sent off 

DILiT Poll Shows Exports Increasing Again 

4 030° 100991 Frankfurt/Main FRANAFURTER 

AILLGE MEINE im German 3 Ju Yi pls 

[Report by “HAL” “DIHT Exports Arc Increasong Again”) 

[Text] Bonn, 2 July —German exports are increasing agar 
That ss the result of the tradmonal poll on the capon 
prospects of Geerman business and industry. carned out ly 

the German Industry and Trade Association (DIHT) among 
the German foreign trade chambers ( AHA) on 48 cowntres 

DIHT President Franz Schoser said in Bonn that the foresgn 
trade chambers capect a 2-) percent mcrease of German 

caports to ther countries m 199! About 4) percent of 
German foreign trade falls to those countries sand Schoser 

Thus the stagnation of last year will be overcome 

Schoser said that the reason for the positive assessment 
is that the coonome dev clopment in important partncr 

COuntrics 1 improving in 199! In addition, the devel. 

opment of the (rerman mark and the asprratons m 

Southeast Asia and Latin America to mcreasngly open 
their markets have also had a postive effect. Schoser 
added. however, that high prices are increasngly ham 
pering the competitiveness of Grerman caporters None- 

theless. most foreign trade Chambers are optumrstec that 
German business and indusiry «:!! be able to marntam 

thew share in the international market thes vear 

About 7S percent of Crerman exports go to European 

neighbor countries While caports to the countries of the 

European ( ommunity—afier many years of conser 
able growth rates—decreased 0) > percent last year, the 
foregn trade chambers are capecting a 2 percent uncrease 
of cxaports to Europe mm 199! According to Schoser 

France will remam the most important market, woth 
ciports to “hal country moereasing above average 

accounting for 2 4} percent on a European wale The poll 
shows thal environmental protection m France — 

imcreasingl) gaining in importance and that could bead 
to new markets for (rerman companncs However. m 

addition to Italy Spann 1s also encreasing!) adv anceng on 

the French market . which intensifying Competition 

further The DIHNT manager sand that in view of the 
decreasing cconome growth rate m tal). German 

caxports to that country. which 1s the second most umpor. 

tant caport country for Grerman industry. will decrease 

0.7 percent (last vear plus 0 } percent) Exports to Cireat 

Britain could also stagnate because the recession there rs 

continuing Exports to North America are developong 
positively The foreign trade chambers beleve that fol- 
lowing the devaluation of the Crerman mark against the 

dollar. caports to the lL nied States could moerease 4 

percent, whereas they decreased 5 percent m 1990 

However, caports to Canada «il! probably decrease § 8 

percent (last vear menus § percent) 
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Schoser conwders Asa and the Pacific region “wheel- 
horses.” The growth prospects are extremely favorabic 
there also un 1991. he sand. The foreign trade chambers 
are cxpectong a 103 percent mercase of cxaports (last 
year 6.9 percent) to those countries 

According to the DIHT. the considerable mecrease of 
imports to Germany well contenuc. For mstance, Den- 
mark mcreased is cuports to Germany last year by 18 

percent, Portugal by less than 24 percent. and Turkey 
even by 40 percent. It os particularly advantagcous for 
the European countnes to be geographically close to 
Crermany because they can make use of the opportuniics 
that the unification of Germany offers them 

Housing Blamed for USSR Troop Withdrawal Delay 

LDOSO7121391 Berlin ADN on German 1054 GUT 
S Jul i 

[Excerpts] Potsdam (ADN}—The Western Group of 
Sovect Armed Forces « to cut the withdrawal of its 

troops from Germany dy around ™) percent im July 
Colonel Viadumur Streinskov, secretary of the mixed 

Soviet-<German commission, told the prews in Potsdam 
today that about 13.800 soldiers will be pulled out mm 
July. approxsmmately 8.000 fewer than m June The 
reason for it 1s the poor housing situation im the Sovect 
Limon. The 65,000 or so Army personne! who returned 
im the first half of the year had been accommodated in 

available apartments [passage omitted] 

Steinskoy sand he 1s optemestec that the delays. which are 

partly also due to problems related to transit through 
Poland and at the ferry port of Mukran, would be made 
up by the end of the year [passage omitted) 

Gysi Departs for Tunis Talks With ‘Arafat 

LDOSO72 24891 Hambure DPA in German 0820 GMT 
* Jul 9i 

[Text] Berlin (DPA}—Party for Democratn Socialiem 
(PDS) Charman Gregor Gysi travelled to Tunis today 
for talks with the leadership of the Palestiman Liberation 
Crgamzaton. Gysi was taking up an imvitation from 

PLO chawman Yasr ‘Arafat. the PDS announced m 
Berlin The meeting with the PLO leadership will show 
the PDS's solidarity im the struggle of the Palestinian 
people for national self determination Gysi will also use 
hes vesrt on Tunesa to conduct talks with representatives 
of varvous political parties on the country 

Meets ‘Arafat 

LD060 7090391 Hambure DPA in German OOS9 GMT 
6 Jul 9i 

{Text} Tun (DPA}—Party for Democrat Socialiem 
{PDS} Charman Gregor Gs: last night spoke in favor of 
the Federal Republic continuing at least some agree- 
ments between the ex-<GDR and the PLO. Following a 
talk with PLO leader Yasir ‘Arafat in Tun about 
relations between the PLO and the PDS, Giys sand: “One 
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can understand certain security and military provisions 

no longer being observed, bul one cannot accept annul- 
long agreements relacd to the humanitanan sphere.” 

They mnclude, mm particular, the treaties concerning Pal- 
estinian students in Germany. 

(Crys sand he assured ‘Arafat of the PDS's solbdarity. His 
parts supported both the mght to self-<determination of 
the Palesteman peopic and Israci’s mght to a secure 
cxarmtence. In Germany self, the PDS supported close 
relations with the PLO 

* PDS's Gysi Cited on East's Adjustment Problems 

¥IGE03214 Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German Vol 
45 No 24. 10 Jun 91 pp 34-38 

[| Article by Gregor Gysi, chairman of the Party of Dem- 
ocratc Socualiem: “The Unwanted Relatives: Why the 
East Germans Are Not Coping with Their New Life™] 

[Text] Why ost that the men and women im the castern and 
western Germany still look upon cach other as strangers’ 
The differences im thinking and behavior have hardly 
changed mutual ronunderstanding and misunderstanding 
son the mse. We make little effort to see the other im terms 
of hes development and his specific cxpenences. We are 
reluctant to accept our mutual otherness 

Thos 1s even more complicated for the former citizens of 
the GDR because they are the ones who have lost their 

wientity. who feel mfernor rather than accepted and 
frequently are unable to come to terms not only with the 
other Germans but with themscives. I would like to 
iry—in an unacceptably grnecral way, to be sure—to 
describe some of our ways of thinking and behaving 
without making any political or moral yudgments. how- 
ever difficult that may be for me 

First: 4 hvle the party and government leadership of the 
GDR and the accredited diplomats and journalists were 
out Auntone omall and laree game. the mayjority of the 
then concens of the GDR were hunting for specific con- 
sumer goods and services 

For a long tome there was a surplus of money in the 
GDR. That 1s why there was no connection between the 
difficulty of paying for goods and services and the 
difficulty of obtaming them. Under the circumstances. 
the bas capenence of the former GDR citizens is that 
thes could usually afford what was on the market but 
that thes were faced with permanent scarcity 

Since the establishment of the currency unon there has 
been an entirely new expernence All the shopwindows 
are full of goods which had been desired for years, but a 
substantial part of the population 1s not im a position to 
buy them. The reason being that the problem 1s no longer 
one of supply but one of money. Many eastern Germans 
suddenly realize that a large number of goods and 
services are not meant for them 
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Most inhabitants of the old [western] lacnder hardly 
have a problem with thes because they have liwed for 
decades with the knowledge that there are many things 
they cannot afford 

If an eastern German complains about the fact that he 1 
wnable to buy certann things. many western Germans feel 
that he 1s being presumptuous because they cannot and 
im fact do not expect to do so either. The behavior of the 
former ciuzens of the GDR 1% nol presumptuous, 1 1s 

merely the result of their capenences 

Second: Jn the GDR. most of ws heleved they had discov- 

ered wavs of distinguishing betwcen truth and hes in 
political lite 

If Ench Honecker called for a nuchear-free zone for 
Central Europe. we believed that was what he really 
wanted. On the other hand. if he sand that the plan had 
been overfulfilled by 105 percent. we went on the 
assumption that it was 80 percent fulfilled—most hkely 
an overly optumrstic estimate If a politician resagned for 
“reasons of poor healt!” we ined to find out what the 
political or moral grounds for hrs ouster really were. 

We were past masters of reading between the lines. But if 
the GDR leadership made a solemn promise, 1 did not 
dare break «. For example. if a modest mmcrease im 
pensions was announced one year to take effect in 
December of the following year, 1 was 100-percent 
certain that «t would be paid on schedule 

In addition. of course, « made a difference that we 
regularly recerved news from the Western media which 
helped us distinguish between truth and untruth Today, 
the problem 1s that all these mechanisms we built up 
laboriously no longer do the trick mn that they do not help 
us distinguish between truth and untruth mm Bonn poli- 
tics and in the new media 

Although | would rather not. let me truthfully quote what 
a former citizen of the GDR rather aggressively said to 
me during t’.c clection campaign in the fall of 1990. “In 
Honecker’s case.” be sard. “Il always knew when he was 

lying and when he was telling the truth but in Kohl's 
case, in Lafontarne’s, and im your case I can no longer tell 
the difference and as for the newspapers, they confuse 
rather than enlighten me” 

The inability to tell the difference between truth and hes 

puts a psychological burden on people and spreads 
meecurity 

Third // people live under a particular system for a long 
time (and what is more. one whose onentiation is unilat- 
erally ideologwal), they develop ways of standing up to 

that svstem—at leawt imeotar as ther dealings with the 

authorities are concerned 

Every man and woman knew what the authorities wanted to 

hear Also. 1t was obs nous that the officials themscives were 

onented along fairly semilar ideological lines 
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The arguments to be used were always more of lew the 
same whether 1 was a maticr of obtaining a place to hive. 
a small garden plot, a garage. or a maticr of a coun caw 
As tar as powwble apphcants would plead thew case by 

cvteng the number of chuldren they had. thew medical 
problems and/or thea wack mother-in-law They would 
cite job stress, if post's by moteng that they held a job 
subject to the multiple sheft system and were engaged in 
social activites at the plant, om thew umon, m the 

workers melitia. of sports assocsateon and/or thew place 

of rewdence (¢ g as an clectson helper im the rewdential 
commutice of the National Front) 

But what about today’ What are we to say. which 

arguments have validity. mm whech direction docs the 
pudge or public servant lean: to the mght, to the left or 
neither” If | mention my many cheldren, will the head of 

personne! show compassion or well he turn me down 

flat’ The only argument that 1s bownd to work 1s the one 
which says that one had notheng to do with the GDR 
system. that one was opposed to ut all along 

The result is—insecurity 

Feurth Jn its own way the setup on the GDR was clear and 
comprohenuble so that u was not hard to figure oul one, 

own professional and social future more or less accurately 

It was a world without beleet om meractes and virtually 
without any surprises. Admussson to secondary shool 

and an mmstrtution of higher learneng was predictable. ht 
depended on performance mm school, on social origin, on 
“social” actrvihes, on the specific field of study dewred 
and. to some cxtent, on good conmections 

Protesssonal traning once completed would mvarably 
earn the mndividual a secure pob Following graduation 
trom a university. tudents were even required to spend 

three vears on the job to whech they were assigned 
lL oder certam condihons 4 was posible to make up 

courses of study that had been “neglected.” 

(?ne s assigned apartment was secure as was the weekend 
house one had bought and as were the prices of impor. 
tant goods and services. The law, however one may look 
at rt. was by and large clear-cut and comprehensible. The 
creme rate remained relatively low om wew of the fact 
that ght lweng conditions for the general public also 
tend to restrict the potential for cremoenal activities 

() course, there were serous drawhacks to berng able to 

figure out what one’s own life would be lhe A person 

who can tell exactly what hes of ber future well be lke 

but rs neither enthused about it nor beleves on muiractes 
will feel that there « no future. | thenk that thn had 

somethung to do with the high suscede rate on the GDR 
In some onstances the combination of such no-future 
sentiments and an unhappy love affaw was enough for 

people to comm sunide | also think that a large 
number of divorces and apphcatrons for cant permits 

were frequently the result of a dessre to make a change. to 

caperence something new of unpredictable 
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But for those who were relatively satesfied with hfe. thes 
secure future « a Diewsng whch they are only now 

beginning to appreciate 

And now nothing 1 certam any longer 

Thew job «= om danger and there «5 absolutely no guar- 

antec of findyng a new onc. The apartment, the piece of 
property = no longer secure because new owners have 
regrsicred clams on them. Nobody knows how high 
rents are gorng to clomb or how prices are gorng to go 
Penmoners, too. have no sdca how they will do. What will 
the mdivedual cotuzen be able of unable to afford” 
Nobody has a clear sdca of cxrstong law any longer 

Fear of creme rs on the rise. entirely new doracnuons of 

distrust have to be learned to cope woth fraud. ht 1s the 
“small print” that counts 

( atastrophic comsequences are emerging for that partic - 
ular majority of the population which depends on secu- 
rity of at least needs to feel secure on 0 der to attain inner 

balance One of the consequences 1 even more suicides 

and even more broken families 

Pitth Jn the GDR we are all omportant somchow or were 
at leavt able to feel omportant 

It % not as though very many of ws were mmvolved m 

making important decrsons. On the contrary there was 

a widespread feeling of powerlessness vis-a-vis cxrsting 
conditions—but that rs not so very different from today 

In the GDR the mght to work was tantamount to a duty 
Sometimes thes even resulted mm cremenal prosecution 

But the consequence was that many people felt that they 
were dong the state a favor by goung to work Shells, to. 
were looked wpon as a kend of favor to society 

Everybody knew how much value the state attached to 
particular types of behavior “Elechoms” m the GDR 
certamnly did have a certamn significance and mt makes no 
difference that the results were falified. The fact 
remains that both voter turnout and the number of ves 
votes was unusually hugh Of course thes had something 
to do with the fact that nonvoters were afrand of 
reprisals. On the other hand. the preparatory tome prior 

to the elections offered the opportunity to exert pressure 

on local representatives to deal with proposals they had 

neglected until then 

(fien enough potential voters would make it known that 
the, would not take part em an upcoming clection unless the 

long-Manding promise of a stove repart or the assignment of 
an apartment were fulfilled Similar thongs cocurred later 
with regard to requests for cut wees where the orginal 
refusal to mewe them would be revoked under certian 
conditions The state entered into a hind of mutual coercion 

agreement with its cotivems Such “Yhreats” were often 
effective. although mot om every mstance 

Any type of crvtecrem of the wetem eas taken mow 

seriously—up to and mnchuding the unstitutvon of legal 
action Lengthy arguments and disputes took place with 
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regard to mdivedual passages mm books or stage plays 

Any crvtcnm ehoch eas ultrmatcly sanctioned was of 

grcal micrest and was cnthumastically received by the 

p Dine, Although the state was usually cxtremely 

unhappy about onc of is citizens leaving the country 

that very fact underscored om a perverted way the empor- 

tance of the undividual 

All of a sudden nobody seems to count any longer The 
unemploved sasal eelfare recopents, men and women of 

prereterement age and others are told that there are too 
many of them. that they are superfluous and of no use All of 
a sudden. having a job. learneng a shill have almost turned 
mite gifts for wtach one ought to be gratctul 

And what about critscrem” It « permitted bul hardly 

regrstcred or heeded. tt has litle effect and thus scems 

almost superfluous. And of course everyone can leave 
the cowntry provided he knows where he to go And who 

is imteresied in what he docs” 

It 1s bad thing and a burden to boot to become scemingls 

(n¢ om one's OWN Cyes) UNEMporiant and mugnificant 

Sivth VU) own experience tells me thal castern Germans and 
necutern Germinal frequent!) speak tao difteron! language 

Ths, too,  somethong ehech can make people unsure of 

themecives The castern Crermans are told thal present 

soceety demands “fleartulity ” and “dynamesm” of them. Cn 

our wide of the street thes calls up the wmage of a clever 
manager capable of dowung business all ower the world That 
% hot whal many people want to of mdecd at* able to 

heoome And | semply cannot get myself to veew thes as a 
larleng. As a Comseguenoe, however, a good many people 

belreve that they cannot make the grade om thes sacecty 

Alany former couvens of the GDR feel hke wnwanted 
relatives on the FRG: They feel they are not understood 

and that some people do not relly want to wndersiand 
them They feel they hawe host thew slentity and thal «1 

will take them a long tome to gain a new one because they 

have led different hiwes and have had different capen 

ences. They feel that the other world frequently con 
fronts them as anew burcaucracy They know they never 

want to we the old way again bul they cannot cope with 
the new way 

The wlea that notheng has changed for the western 
(eermans 1 an luwon The only question m whether 

they will contenwe to eneest that we become lhe them. If 

sw) brveng wide by side would turn into new confrontation 

* Famity loward borcigners in bastern Laender 

VIE OLS Revie DE RWORGLE SN on Ceormeon € Jun 9! 
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{Article by Cliwer Mechaleky: “The Seed of Force Bears 

trett Hatred of Foreugners m the Fads DR”) 

[Teat) Lucas Nehedenwa and Jonas Ipinge escaped by the 
schon of thew teeth Purswed ty young (eermans. the 
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Namrmans fell from the baloony of thew apartment m 

Wittenberge, four stones down. They survived. alben 
serously injured 

Jorge Gomonda: from Mozambiguc. on the other hand. 
deed on a Dresden hospital. He succumbed to the bead 
myurves sustamned in a fall from a streetcar Right radical 
youths pushed him out of the streetcar after hetteng and 
kockong him 

These are not the only spectacular occurrences as proof 

of the tigh degree of senophotma m Eau Germany 

Apphcants for asylum were attacked m Brandenburg ’s 
Essenhuctienstad and Saxony's Lerwnig. and so were 
Victnamese street peddlers mn Schwerm., and a Polrsh 

towr bus at the border crosseng at Frankfurt (Oder). The 
TAGESZEITUNG stated that « 1s especially Macks who 
expernence life-threatening severity on the e1-<GDR trans- 

greswoms. And the FRANKAFURTER RUNDSCHAL 
wrote: “The seed of force ss bearing frun.” 

The seedong already occurred before the fall of the Wall 

\ecnophobtic, nght cxtremist movements have cxmted for 
years, on particular among GDR youths Pent-up frustra- 

thon also capressed itself on foresgner-hating inflamma. 
tory slogans, particularly mn the anonymous ens ronment 
of Saturday soccer games. According to the officsl 

verwon, of course, there was no hatred of foreigners m 
the first and last worker-and-peasant state on Crerman 

soul. Rather, at every convement occawon the principles 

of proletanan internationalism and unswerving frend- 
ship among peoples were promulgated 

Now among other things. lberahzatron of societal life after 

the turnarownd escalated the hatred of foreigners Somulta- 

neously) growing social insecurity 1s comsdered a multipher 
of senophota. Investigations by Frankfurt poloe of the 

nots because of the Poles no longer needing visas. for 
cxrample showed that tome and again. the delingucnts used 

the argument that more foreigners om Germany pertorce 

leads to more unemployment among the natives 

Targets of the first senophotuc mots were the people 
from Vietnam, Mozaminguce, Angola. and (Cuba who 
ended up im the GDR by government fiat. Some 180000 

foresgners lived mm the GDR im 1989, 90.000 of them as 
guest workers 

According to Hartmut Rewhow, Berlin deputy of the 
federal mandatary for foreygners, 32,000 of them are still 

mm the cowntry today The 24,000 Vietnamese constitute 

the largest group. The Cubans were already brought 
home by Fidel Castro at the beginning of 1991, so that 
they would no longer be exposed to the capitalist world 

While the number of foreigners umported by the GDR is 
decreawng. the number of asylum seekers 1s rng, partie 
larly from East Europe and Africa. Twenty percent of all 
who seck asylum m Germany are received mm the East 
Distributron among the lacnder  carned owt under the 

unity treaty according to the ratio of the rewdent popula 

thon 2.8 percent go to Mecklenburg-West Pomerama, 35 
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percent to Brandenburg. 4 percent to Saxony-Anhalt, 6.5 
percent to Saxony, and 3.3 percent to Thuringia. 

The applicants for asylum, destined for Brandenburg. are 
initially housed in a former barracks of the mot police in 
Eisenhuettenstadt (50,000 inhabitants), simply called Cen- 
tral Place of Call for Asylym Seekers (ZAST). At 1000 hours 
on 30 May—the data change almost hourly—589 refugees 
from 39 countnes were living there. protected by electronic 

entrance and exit controls, a high fence, and watchtowers, 
which are no longer manned. 

On 17 January 1991, the first two buses with asylum seekers 
arrived in Essenhuettenstadt. ZAST Chief Eberhard Horn 
thinks that since then the “E:senhuettenstadt model” of 
dealing with asylum seekers has proven itself. All visits to 
authorities necessary for the asylum procedure can be 
accomplished inside the camp because the shelter operated 

by the Berlin PeWoBe firm also houses a branch office of the 
federal authority for the recognition of foreign refugees. as 
well as the respective Brandenburg central office. Although 
Horn and his deputy, Heidemarie Langisch, are fairly satis- 
fied with the attitude of the Eisenhuettenstadt populace 
towards their temporary fellow inhabitants, they are glad 
that their charges did not have to frequent the town more 
than necessary. “If they were also to stand in line at the 
authorities...” 

So far, this reception shelter has been attacked three 

times by right radical youths. All sorts of things were 
thrown, from rocks to incendiary bottles. According to 
Horn, one attempt was made to storm the area. Only 
with difficulty could they prevent the asylant seekers 
from fighting back. Despite such occurrences, some 
bloodthirsty press reports, and the latent enmity towards 

foreigners also prevailing in this town, Mrs. Langisch 
refuses to speak of increased hatred of foreigners in 
Ei:senhuettenstadt. She thinks that when it does come to 
excesses, newspapers outdo each other in their reporting. 

On the other hard, little interest 1s shown for events such 
as a collection of clothing. in which 3,000 citizens 
participated. “In some instances, price tags were still on 

the clothes, reports the deputy chief of the shelter 

In general, she attributes a certain joint guilt to the press 

for xenophobic excesses. “They are fostered by too much 
media attention, Some journalists would love to bring 
about excesses by talk so they can report sensations.” For 
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example, a reporter of EXTRA MAGAZIN., the suc- 
cessor of NBI, spent an entire night in the reception 
shelter because he wanted to be in the thick of things 
when the right extremist mob assaulted the camp. But 
nothing happened. The ensuing report was brimming 
with exaggeratioas. 

E:senhuettenstadt’s Kathrin Heyer, in charge of for- 
eigners. also speaks only of subliminal hostility towards 
foreigners in the town. 

In this regard, undeniably great problems are faced by 
large cities where social problems are more noticeable, 
and also the presence of foreigners. Goeran Tranberg, a 
colleague of Dresden’s mandatary for foreigners, Marita 
Schieferdecker-Adolph, says that almost daily they 
receive reports about acts of violence against foreigners. 
But this Swede, who has been living in Dresden for six 
years, does not want to make “official recommenda- 
tions” on how an African, for instance, should move 
about the city. Such advice as to avoid the city center in 
the evening and preferably never to go out alone would 
make foreigners feel even less secure. In the Scandinz- 
vian’s opinion, “everyone must try to adjust to the 
situation by himself.” 

Styan Gugutschkow, Leipzig’s mandatary for foreigners, is 
less restrained. He would not recommend imposing a 

curfew, but Afncans and Asians simply must be aware that 
they are “more of a target” than East Europeans. Guguts- 
chkow, a Bulgarian who came to the GDR in 1977, bemoans 
above all the desperate situation of the East German police: 
ignorance of competencies, shaky knowledge of the law 
applying to aliens, insufficient personnel, and a lack of a 
police law. “The police do not do enough.” he admonishes. 
He 1s also not easy on the judiciary: “Soon it must be made 
very clear that one cannot beat up foreigners unpunished.” 
Every potential bully must know how many years in prison 
he can expect 

Not least of all, a tougher stance against hostility toward 
foreigners 1s demanded by the foreigners themselves. 
One hardly dares step outside one’s door in the evening, 
complains a young Vietnamese woman from Berlin's 
Hans-Loch neighborhood. Although there have been no 
incidents there for a long time. word quickly gets around 

about occurrences such as those in Dresden or Witten- 
berge. The young woman has a job in Berlin and would 
like to stay on in Germany. “as inconspicuously as 

possible,” says she 
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Embargo Imposed on Arms Sales to Yugos!avia 

1 D0707131191 Belerade TANIUG in English 
J228 GMT 7 Jul 9l 

[Text] Pars. July 7 (TANJUG)}—The French govern- 
ment has already umplemented the European Commu- 

nity s decrsion to mntroduce an embargo on arms sales to 

Yugoslavia, as the Palars Matignon announced today. 

“The necessary decisions have already been made™ so 

that the agreement of the foreign munisters of the 
“twelve” can be mumplemented without delay, the 

announcement sand. 

“It 1s mostly a formal gesture.” military circles in Paris, 
which TANJUG contacted, said. 

The same sources recalled that the Yugoslavia Army 

imported less than ten percent of its arms, with “France 
accounting for a negligible one percent.” 

The military circles also pounted out that the supplying of 

paramilitary organizations in Yugoslavia with arms, partic- 
ularly on the republics of Slovenia and Croatia, had been 

carned out through underground channels which are out- 
side the control of the European agreement in The Hague. 

More on Military Embargo 

11 0607170291 Paris AFP in Enelish 1639 GMI 
A In y] 

[Teat) Pars, July 6 (A°P}—France has taken steps to 
block the delivery and sale of arms and military equip- 

ment to Yugoslavia, Prime Minister Edith Cresson’s 

office announced Saturday 

lt follows a decision by the foreign ministers of the 12 
European Community members to embargo all arm, 

sales to the crisis-ridden country 

LS. Servicemen’s Bus in Accident in Metz 

11 06070 S891 Paris AFP in Enelish 0747 GM 
fy Ji vi 

[Text] Metz, France, July 6 (AFP}—Seventeen people 
were hurt when a tourtst coach bringing U.S. servicemen 

and their relatives to Paris came off the motorway carly 

Saturday and landed on its side near this eastern city, 
local authorities said 

The bus was bringing 43 servicemen based in Germany 
and ther famihes from from Kaiserslautern, in southern 
Csermans 

It was not kaown what caused the accident or how many 
of the injured were Americans 

Most of the mjunes were slight, the most serious being 
broken bones 
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Jacques Chirac’s Remarks on Immigrants Refuted 
9IP2I0398A 

[Editorial Report] Paris LIBERATION in French of 21 
June carries on page 2 an article refuting the recent 
remarks on immigrants in France made by Jacques 
Chirac, leader of the opposition Rally for the Republic 
(RPR), and attempting to explain “some accepted ideas 
on which he founds his positions.” 

Chirac had suggested that there are ioo many immigrants. 
National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies 
(INSEE) data show that there were approximately 3.7 mil- 
lion immigrants in 1990, a figure that has changed little 
since 1982, as against 3 million foreigners in 1931. While 
the number of clandestine immigrants is unknown, the 
article notes that during the 1981-82 regularization period, 
there were “only” * 150,000 requests for residency status, of 
which 130,000 were approved. 

Referring to Chirac’s statement about the burden caused 
by the arrival of family members to join immigrant 
residents, the article notes that according to the Direc- 
torate for Population and Migration (DPM) figures, 
34,500 persons arrived in France under this provision in 
1990, with about 35,000 to follow in 1991. While these 
numbers are increasing, they represent less than one 
percent of the foreign population. It would be difficult to 
rescind this provision, the article notes, as it 1s consid- 
ered a general principle of law by the State Council. 

Chirac also mentioned abuses in asylum rights; the 
article points out that folloving a large increase, the 
number of requests for asylum are stabilizing. While 

official figures mention $6,000 in 1990, only 13,000 
persons were granted refugee status, a modest increase 
from the 10,649 registered in 1986. 

“The social costs for nmmugrants are very high,” Chirac 
remarked, citing the example of a family receiving gov- 
ernment assistance of $0,000 francs [Fr] per month. The 
article states that this 1s impossible, given that legally, 
such a family would receive a monthly maximum of 
Fr25,800 from the government. More generally, the 
article continues, security principles mandate that small 

families pay for larger ones, the healthy for the sick and 
the active population for the retirees. In 1982, National 
Management School (ENA) students calculated that 
immigrants contributed 7.9 percent and received 14.4 
percent of family assistance funds, but also contributed 
7.6 percent to health insurance in return for 6.3 percent 

in assistance and paid 7.9 percent in old age contribu- 

tions for a return of 5 percent. While figures should be 
updated, the article notes that given the high percentage 
of young people among immigrants, ihe positive balance 
will probably remain unchanged. 

Chirac’s statement that “immigration and insecurity go 

hand in hand” is contested by the article, which observes 

that while proportionately foreigners form the majority 
of the prison population, they represent only 17.11 
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percent of the persons implicated im a crime, according 
to 1989 Ministry of Internor figures. It should be noted 
that of a total of 131,528 foreigners in prison, 35,828 
were arrested for violating residency permits. Foreigners 
are responsible for 3.9 percent of ali robberies, 3.99 
percent of bad checks, and 12.98 of all crimes. A partial 
explanation, the article concludes, may be the fact that 
foreigners come from the most destitute social classes. 

‘*R’ Leaflets Found at Corsican Bomb Sites 

LD0607080391 Paris France-Inter Radio Network 

in French 0800 GMT 6 Jul 91 

[Text] There was a series of bomb attacks in Corsica 
between last night and this morning. In Bastia, a car 
bomb exploded in front of the equipment [ministry] 
regional (?direction) at around 0330 last night, fortu- 
nately, there were no victims, but material damage was 
widespread. In Porticcio, an exchange office was hit, and 
in Ajacio there were four bomb attacks. There was only 
slight damage. Leaflets signed R—for Resistenza, a Cor- 
sican autonomist dissident group—were found. 

FLNC Claims Responsibility for Paris Explosion 

LD0707220191 Paris France-inter Radio Network 

in French 2030 GMT 7 Jul 91 

[Excerpt] The former [banned] FLNC [Corsican 
National Liberation Front] has claimed responsibility 

for the attack carned out on a National Education 
Ministry building in the ninth district of Paris last night. 
[passage omitted] 

Ministry Reports Nuclear Test in South Pacific 

AU0807190691 Paris AFP in Enelish 1840 GMT 

S Jul 91 

[Text] Paris, July 5 (AFP)}—France carried out a nuclear 
test at the Pacific Ocean island of Mururoa, in French 
Polynesia, on Friday [5 July] at 1800 GMT, the French 
Defence Ministry said. 

The force of the blast was less than 10 kilotonnes, the 

ministry said. 

* Issues in Industrial Policy Examined 

YIESOS8SSA Paris LE MONDE in French 

12 Jun 91 p 25 

[Article by Eric Le Boucher: “Litthe Room To Maneuver“] 

{Text} Does a country have to have an industrial policy’? The 

most liberal among us argue that government interven- 
tionism is in itself harmful because it gets in the way of 
market forces. To intervene is to slow adjustments needed 
for social and political reasons and, therefore, to diminish 

the competitiveness of companies and thus of countries. 
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The (multisecular) debate has never been decided in 

France. For the past 10 years, we have gone from the 
nationalizations of 1982 and sectoria! plans to disen- 
gagement of the government, a la Laurent Fabius, then 
pure liberalism, a la Alain Madelin, an admirer of 
neoclassical Austrian economist Hayek and minister of 
industry under Jacques Chirac. 

Back in power in 1988, the Socialists now seck to found 
a new line of action, but the theoretical field has been 
destroyed by 10 years of shilly-shallying. Frames of 
reference: how and why to intervene, have disappeared 
and industrial economists are either divided, uncertain, 
or silent. 

Return of the Government 

Roger Fauroux, minister in Michel Rocard’s cabinet, 
relies on his background as former president of Saint- 
Gobain: Industry 1s first and foremost the business of 
industrialists. He is reviving ar @ minima industrial 
policy: support for businesses through technology and 
aid for local redeployment (the two forms authorized by 
Brussels). However, the means granted by Rocard and 
Pierre Beregovoy are often lacking and the ministry's 
budget is steadily shrinking. 

The only course of action involves public enterprises. 
Fauroux argues that the government must do its full duty 
or, lacking credits, accept partial privatization. After a 
thousand and one maneuvers, “ni-ni” [neither-nor] 
yields in early 1991: Public firms can henceforth take in 
a maximum 49 percent of private capital. 

And yet, the economic slowdown of 1990 helps change 
thinking. Japan and Germany display their strength 
while the “liberal” countries plunge into recession. If the 
1980's marked the victory of business, finance, and the 
Stock Exchange, the 1990's are beginning under the sign 
of long-range planning, technology, and the return of the 
government. Once again the climate is favorable to 
“industrial policy.” 

Even in France, people are asking questions: How to 
explain the fact that the drop in inflation, recovery of the 
“major balances,” and stability of the frank are not 
expressed—or not expressed sufficiently—in improved 
foreign trade? Is its deterioration not a sign, if not of a 
failure of the economic policy followed since 1983, then 
at least of a failing, as Edith Cresson believes? 

Given the fact that the trade deficit stems from industry 
alone and this since 1984, how can the sector be revital- 
ized” How can one make up for the lag that has built up 
in point industries such as electronics? How are we to 
save the automobile industry, one of foreign trade's few 
“strong points,” now threatened by the Japanese? The 
major private or nationalized firms are doing well, but 
the PMI [small and medium-size industries] are in a bad 
way, and France still does not have enough medium-size 
businesses. How are they to be supported? 
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These are not new questions, but they are being asked 
anew and opinions are once again divided on the reme- 
dies to be applied. Socialist leaders, the majority of 

whom have rallied to a so-called “moderate liberalism.” 
are themselves very divided. In contrast, the diagnosis of 
the “industrial malady™ 1s, grosso modo, the object of 
unanimous agreement. To sum it up. one may look to 
three of French industry's handicaps. 

The first 1s that of its size. Because i invested too little and 
unwisely for 25 years (beginning around 1968), France's 
industria! base 1s too narrow. Industry has lost 1.3 million of 

the 6 million jobs n had mn 1974. For 10 vears, the industrial 
production index has been stagnant. Businesses are doing 
better, but there are too few of them 

The second 15 1s specialization. Excessively geared toward 
big contracts (building and public works, engineering) and 
Southern countries, industry has not reached the customers 
of the OECD and sectors with high added value. as evi- 
denced by growing deficits in electronics 

Furthermore, the fabric 1s torn: Recovery of the two 
major automobile builders remains precarious because 

they cannot rely on powerful equipment suppliers. The 
agrofood industry 1s penalized by the system of distribu- 
tion based on “big outlets.” while the pharmaceutical 
industry must endure the government's policy of 

reducing drug prices, and so on 

Inability lo Compete 

The third 1s business’ inability to compete. The economic 

slowdown has demonstrated that too much was made of the 
recovery in the late 1980's. The return of profits has 

concealed the persistence of major structural weaknesses 
Too often, a lack of research and development plunges 
companies into a kind of ignorance or technological isola- 
tion and a resulting concentration on products on the “low 

end” of the scale, while recrustment also takes place on the 
low end of the scale. Generally speaking. French products 

are lacking in “quality” and exposed to price competition. 
which 1s why the strong franc hurts many manufacturers, 
who have not finished or even begun their repositioning at 
the “high end of the scale.” 

Furthermore, one must have the means. The inability to 
compete 1s true of the country as a whole. The system of 
education lags in supplying skilled wage earners (blue- 

collar workers, technicians, engineers). In France, 
despite a 10-year-long “revolution in business,” it 1s still 
better to invest in stone than in plants. Money 1s scarce 

and expensive. A business can now be set up (rather) 
rapidly, but the task of financing it 1s straight out of 
Kafka. Industry's image (poor wages, difficult living 
conditions, pollution, and so on) remains deplorable 

Investment, specialization, and the ability to compete 
The three axes of a “new industrial policy” have been 

laid out, but the task of building the two mountains of 
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budgetary austerity and the Treaty of Rome, which, with 
few exceptions, bans aid to industry, remain. 

In the field of competition, the government will 
undoubtedly bet on further strengthening of research 
credits and haisons between research laboratories and 
plants. It will take a long time to make up the 20- 
bilhon-franc difference im research credits compared 
with Germany. 

Nor can the second national! failing. the education system, 
be turned around overnight. particularly since, despite what 

the CNPF [National Council of French Employers] might 
say. manufacturers do not know what they want any more 
than teachers do: professional training on any given day 
when there 1s a specific shortage and “general” training the 
next because—1s this not so’—the trades are constantly 
changing and everyone must be able to adapt. Apprentice- 
ship should always be promoted. as long as one jostles 
national education. 

Concerning investments, no miraculous recovery should 
be expected. The macroeconomic policy remains 
unchanged. The Ministry of Industry's budget will not be 
the subject of any revolutionary leap as long as priority 1s 
given to defense of the franc. Bercy has trumphed and 
interest rates will therefore remain high 

And yet, all possibilities will be caplored in order to 

facilitate the financing of industry. It would not seem to 
be a question of going back to loan rebates for manufac- 
turers. The policy, deemed unorthodox. was fought by 

the Ministry of Finance with complete success. Never- 
theless, the CODEVI ceiling could mse from 10,000 to 
20,000 francs, with banks loaning at about 9 percent 
with funds thus released. Various measures relating to 
interbusiness credit or trusts should give provide the 
PMI with some reef. Local administrations (industry, 
ANVAR [National Agency for the Implementation of 
Research], reconversion companies, and so on) could 
also emerge so that, on the future, the PMI could deal 
with only one agency 

Bilateral Agreements 

Should sectoral policies be revived’ The subject has 
been debated ever since they were climinated by Laurent 
Fabius in 1984, but how can the automobile industry be 

saved from the Japanese” And how can one ask ques- 
tions about the entry of the Nippon Electnc Company 
into Bull without having an overall plan for the French 
computer industry in mind” The sectoral policy 1s the 
industry's war horse and there will probably be more 
discussion of the subject 

In addition to the automobile industry and computers, 
the agenda now includes the aircraft industry (how to 
fight the Americans and German and Japanese ambi- 
tions as well”), nuclear power industry (how to optimize 

a setup split between too many firms and industries”), 
and the pharmaceutical industry. The issue of drug 
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prices, brought up by Rocard, sheds light on the difficul- 
ties: The most effective way to help a faltering industry 
would be to raise prices, but spending on health must 
also be limited. 

Then there 1s Europe. To demand, a la Edith Cresson, 
that Brussels define “a European industrial policy,” or 
even, as Peugeot's Jacques Calvet calls , “a single 
industrial amendment.” generally amounts to preaching 
in the desert. Unless one 1s to be content to issue idle 
statements, only Italy may follow us. The remaining 
countries will maintain their liberal credo. 

Ideological divergencies in the Europe of the Twelve are 
such that the only rema:ning possibility 1s bilateralism 
and a case-by-case approach: a French-German entente 
in telecommunications or the nuclear power industry, a 
French-ltahian partnership in electronic components, 
and so on. Can one hope for more? 

France could threaten to leave the table of a Europe that 
does not place protection of its industry among the top 

priorities, but the president wants to be the best-behaved 
boy in Europe and rejects out of hand an empty-chair policy. 

In terms of Europe, the franc, government aid, the cost 
of money, traming. and so on, the prime minister can 
build nothing “spectacular,” to use the Elysee's expres- 
sion, especially within the less than two years that 
remain between now and 1993 and elections to boot' 
Nevertheless, Cresson 1s a pragmatist. She will choose a 
few issucs and concentrate on them 

* Investment Prospects in Vietnam Surveyed 

YIESOSSS 4 Paris LEAPANSION in French 
S Jun 91 pp 114-715, 117-118 

[Article by Etrenne Gingembre. “Those Frenchmen Who 
Believe in Vietnam”) 

[Text] Summary Can Vietnam serve as the “staging 
base” for French companies in Southeast Asia. the 
world’s most dynamic region’ In theory, this country 

still groaning under the yoke of a Marxist economy 

would seem to be ill-suited for such a role. But trail- 
blazing companies already on the ground there— 
Rhone-Poulenc, Interagra, Total and Roussel- 
Uclaf—stoutly maintain that the potential 1s enormous. 

that French firms ect favored treatment, and that—at 
least for some time to come—there 1s no American or 
Japanese competition 

In the orchid-bedecked garden of the government gucst 
house. General Guap ports to the yellow ocher extrava- 
gance which in the last century served as a palace for the 
governors of Tonkin. “It vs night here, on former Indoch- 
ina.” he says, “that France could get a foothold on 
Southcast Asia. But to do that.” he adds, “its govern- 
ment and its companies would have to do morc...” 
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In different words (and apart from several caveats). 
French Ambassador Claude Blanchemaison says exactly 
the same thing: Vietnam, he believes, could be our 
country’s “staging base™ in the world’s most dynamic 
region. No less emphatic ts Jean-Marie Laude, the BFCE 
[French Foreign Trade Bank] representative in Saigon: 
Speaking in the sweetly ironic tone of an old mandarin, 
under the heavy fans that stir up the air in the overheated 
semi-darkness of his office, he explains that “France has 
no significant economic presence in Japan or in any of 
the Southeast Asian “dragons.” Ia this part of the world, 
Vietnam 1s our last chance.” 

And a chance to be seized. French 1s spoken here. People 
naturally turn to France. The symbols of social status 
(“Peugeots rather than Mercedes”, the ambassador points 
out) are still French. Foreign investment gets very good tax 
incentives. And Vietnam—in addition to its mineral wealth, 
good agricultural yields and oil—has an industrious, literate 
population of 67 millon people, with a labor force suffering 
from 25 percent unemployment. 

With all this and more going for i1, 1 should come as no 
surprise to find that French companies are beginning to 
rediscover the country. “The rush 1s on'” exclaims 
Philippe Chatignoux, commercial counselor in Hanoi 
Bull, according to its regional manager, Pascal Wuil- 
laume., 1s “bringing its product lines in and getting ready 
to grow with the country, because the ticket of admission 
1s Cheaper than in Thailand and we don't want to miss 
the boat.” Peugeot 1s getting ready to open two garages, 
in Saigon and Hanoi, in order to “maintain the very 
large fleet of 203's, 403's, and 404's.” Other giants have 
already hung out their shingles: Credit Lyonnars, Societe 
Generale, BNP [National Bank of Paris]. Indosuez, 
Interagra (the biggest French concern in Vietnam), and 
Roussel-Uclaf. Some, such as Hydroland, which 1s going 
to build dredgers with local partners, have launched into 
joint ventures. 

Some companies are still surveying the scene. (hers are 

already beginning to get a return on their investments. In 
Saigon, Rhone-Pouilenc 1s turning a profit on the opera- 
tions of its pharmaceuticals plant, which has sales of 
nearly 100 millon French francs [Fr]. “The potential is 
enormous,” says its manager, Alain Dugucyt, noting that 
the Vietnamese spend only $1 per capita per year on 
pharmaceutical expenses, compared to $8 for the Thais. 
He altered his packaging to accommodate the tastes of 
his Asiatic chentele, and has now opened the company's 
first representation office in Phnom Penh. “For us,” he 
says, “the staging-base concept 1s workable.” 

Does this mean one could build automobiles in Vietnam 
to sell to neighboring countries’ “The Japanese think 
so,” he says, while Alain Dugucyi continues: “When the 
Vietnamese speak of a potential market of 150 million 
inhabitants, they're not lying.” At the Saigon library, 
under the banyan trees with their roots im mid-air, this 

prospect brings a gleam to the eye of one Vietnamese 
official, “One can very well imagine.” he says, “an 
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Indochinese confederation with Hanoi or Saigon as its 
capital.” Vietnam never gave up on this regional dream, 
as shown by its December 1978 invasion of Cambodia. 
While the peace process now under way will oblige it to 
keep its ambitions in check, Hanoi will continue to 
exercise significant influence on Laos and Cambodia, the 
two fraternal countries of the “former Indochina” so 
dear to Giap. 

In fact, peace may promote the kind of cooperation that 
geographical contiguity makes natural. According to 
Ambassador Blanchemaison, “everything will depend on 
whether Vietnam can join ASEAN (Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations). This in turn will depend on 
Vietnam's willingness to return to a market economy.” 
The Communist Party expressed its willingness to do so 
in December 1986, during its Sixth Congress, when it 
launched “doi moi,” the local equivalent of perestroyka. 
Much remains to be done, but within one short year of 
the plenum’s April 1988 decision to turn lands over to 
private management, Vietnam—previously a net 
importer of rice—became the world’s third largest 
exporter of this commodity. As of 1990, the country had 
180,000 PME’s [small and medium-sized enterprises), 
most of them established in the seething anthill of 
activity Saigon has once again become. “The Vietnamese 
market is going to mature very quickly, within five to 10 
years,” Wuillaume estimates. More cautiously, Dugueyt 
(who has spent longer in the country than any other 
Frenchman) talks in terms of 15 to 20 years. He adds, 
however, that “this country 1s inevitably going to grow. 
Four years ago, only one international flight per week 
arrived in Saigon. Today there are 40." 

The difficulties are enormous. The current recession 1s not 
going to make things any easier, since the prices received for 
the country’s exports are declining, while the cost of its 
imports 1s rising. But these difficulties also serve to guar- 
antee the future of economic liberalization. Oil production 

could reach 10 milhon tons by 1995, and the IMF 1s 
projecting growth in excess of 4 percent per year 

The secretary general of the Association of Vietnamese 
Journalists, General Tran Cong Man, 1s highly optimistic 
about ASEAN: “Indonesia uses us as a rampart against 
Chinese expansionism, the Philippines 1s neutral, Malaysia 
is on our side, Singapore 1s pro-China, bui Thailand 1s less 
so than before, even though i continues to support the 
jungle guerrillas fighting against us.” Burma, finally, 1s on 
good terms with Vietnam. There remains the delicate ques- 
tion of China, the powerful neighbor to the north with which 
the Vietnamese have a love-hate relationship. “The Chinese 
want to rebuild the Haiphong-Hanoi-Hunan railway,” says 
Tran Cong Man. Some sources go so far as to claim the 
Chinese segment 1s already operational. “Old commercial 
networks are being revitalized very rapidly,” explains the 

first secretary of the French Embassy, pointing to the 
thousands of coolies who cross the border every day car- 

ryving beer bottles, enameled Thermos bottles, crockery, and 
Chinese fans—all of n acquired by bartering Vietnamese 

raw materials. “When tortorse 1s available, they take tor- 
tose, when crabs are abundant, they take crabs,” he says 
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In all, Vietnam could serve as a staging base for 10 
different countries. “One has to be cynical and take 
advantage of the American embargo,” says Nicolas de 
Moucheron, commercial counselor posted in Saigon. “It is 
ideal for France,” he explains, “because once the Japanese 
come, we'll be finished.” T’xe embargo imposed in 1975 
under the Enemy Act was renewed for another year on 14 
September. Almost nothing gets through, because the 
embargo remains in full force for all U.S. allies in the 
region: “If 1 order a Caterpillar oil filter in Singapore, the 
guy just hangs up on me,” says Andre Chabane, a Total 
executive in Hanoi. All the same, the Japanese are marking 
their calendars: “The contacts they are making, despite all 
the dark looks they get from the Americans, prove at the 
very least that the market exists.” <ays Blanchemaison. 
Once the Cambodian problem is resolved—but not 

before—Washington may lift the embargo. “That is why it 
iS time now to go all out, and quickly’ exclaims Jean- 
Pierre Debris, Interagra’s representative. 

It 1s hard to find anyone who knows Victnam better than 
“Jean-Pierre.” He speaks the language and knew the 
prisons of the south well enough to unfurl the Vietcong 
flag right under the noses of the Americans. “Spread the 
word high and low,” he urges. “There are not many 
virgin territories like Vietnam left in the world, but 
instead we Frenchmen just continue pouring water into 
the African sands..." In short, one diplomat adds: “One 
franc invested in Vietnam will yield 10 times as much 
profit as in Africa.” This statistic, and quite a few other 
complaints, crop up ceaselessly in conversation, since 

Frenchmen in Vietnam are virtually unanimous in crit- 
icizing what they view as the blindness of their govern- 
ment’s policy. Paris is not playing the Vietnam card for 
all it's worth, they say, some even claim the government 

iS actively trying to discourage ut. The number one 
enemy, as they see it, 1s Rue Monsieur, headquarters of 
the Cooperation Ministry which naturally 1s a strong- 
hold for the various pro-Afncan lobbying groups. Their 
effectiveness 1s undeniable, since on average they have 
succeeded in getting Fr30 billion of aid per year allocated 
to the former African colonies. Since 1981, by contrast, 
France's largesse to its former Asian colony has been 
limited to the Fr40million offered by Roland Dumas, the 
minister of foreign affairs, during his visit to Hanoi in 
February 1990. Even the pro-Third World initiatives of 
Francois Mitterrand’s first term went nowhere: “With 
Cheysson, it was all promises and no action,” says 
Jean-Pierre Debris, who believes France wasted some 
priceless opportunities. 

The biased viewpoint of a man with a personal attach- 
ment to this country’ It 1s more than that, because the 
problem of Vietnam cannot really be addressed apart 

from the tnangular relationship between Paris, Hanoi, 
and Being. “In its approach to Vietnam,” says one 
diplomat, “France 1s committing the mistake of doing 
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everything in terms of China.” The second problem for 
supporters of the “Vietnam card.” according to 
Frenchmen in Hanoi and Saigon. is thus the influence 
exerted over the Quai d'Orsay [1.¢. Foreign Ministry] by 
those who give top priority to relations with Beying. 

Vietnamese authorities get so irritated by this that one 
day Nguyen Co Thach, the influential minister of foreign 
affairs, allowed himself to depart from his customary 
reserve. The date was 17 April 1989, at the French 
Embassy. in front of a group of about 40 businessmen 
“The Chinese sometimes cast a giant shadow over the 
Quai d'Orsay.” he said, “But a shadow 1s always bigger 
than the one that casts 1.” 

Since then, we have seen the repression of the student 
demonstrations in Beying, and France has decided to 
make a new beginning in its relations with Hanoi, which 
were seriously damaged by the Vietnamese intervention 

in Cambodia. The atmosphere changed, but nothing else 
did. “I don't understand why there 1s no Franco- 
Vietnamese financial protocol,” says Pierre Zerdoun, the 

Credit Lyonnais representative in Saigon. “The Swedes 
and the Italians have already released hundreds of mil- 
hons of dollars.” “We are ready to reopen lines of 

credit,” say officials in the office of Jean-Marie Rausch 

the minister of external trade, “but that 1s not possible 
with a country that has not regularized its relations with 
the international financial institutions.” Parts, mn fact, 1s 
nervous about Vietnam's reputation as a poor credit risk. 

Its hard-currency debt is only $3.2 bilhon. The problem 
is that one Vietnamese financial minister had the habit 
of dividing all debts into two categories: “old ones, 
which | forget, and new ones, which I hold until they 
become old.” 

So a bit of resourcefulness 1s required. “France could 

take the lead in Community projects for the companies,” 

Blanchemaison points out. “We have to play the Euro- 
pean game, and I strongly believe in ut.” adds Jean-Marie 
Laude, noting that companies like Rhone-Poulenc and 
Roussel-Uclaf did not wart to receive diplomatic encour- 
agement before going to work in Vietnam. “Southeast 
Asia iS an important priority for France.” says the Quai 
d'Orsay. Doubtless, but what 1s needed now 1s to trans- 
late that priority into more visible action, and quickly 

* Regional Bank Returns to Profitability 

YIESOS334 Paris LUSINE NOUVELLE 
in French 23 May Yl pW 

{Article by Stanislas du Guerny: “Strategic Shift tor 
Bank of Brittany” —first paragraph 1s L'USINE NOU- 
VELLE introduction} 

[Text] A moncy-loser two years ago, the Bank of Brittany 
is on the way back to profitability under the tutelary 
wing of BNP [National Bank of Paris). After the per- 
sonnel cutback comes market repositioning 

Philippe Barriere has no illusions. As the man entrusted 
by BNP with the task of reorganizing the ailing Bank of 
Brittany, he knows very well that the improvement seen 
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m recent months 1s no substitute for reform. “Our 
success in getting almost completely out of the red in 
1990 was the result of purely mechanical fixes.” 

Above all ut resulted from the personne! restructuring. 
which affected 200 jobs and cut back the number of 
employees to 875. Also important was a significant 
reduction in reserves, which decreased from 100 million 
French francs [Fr] to Fr73 million. The whole idea was 
to gct back to the break-even point as quickly as possible 
after the big deficit of the previous year. 

In 1989, the year ut entered the BNP fold, Bank of 
Brittany logged a deficut of Fr6$ million. “The current 
fiscal year 1s the critical one for us.” Barriere says. 

The objective: a more balanced activity portfolio and 
better msk allocation between individuals and compa- 
mies. With Fr2.2 billion in resources and Fr4.1 billion in 
accounts, PME’s [small and medium-sized enterprises] 
are still the bank's chentele of chowe. Only Fr900 
million is currently loaned out to individuals. What 
Barriere and bank president Xavier de Villencuve want 
1S to get more business from private individuals. It 1s a 
formidable challenge. Competition ts already fierce in 
Brittany, where banks are much more tughtly concen- 
trated (18 percent greater density) than in the nation as 

a whole. But that's not enough to stop Bank of Brittany 
executives from capitalizing on the accessibility of sts 70 
local branches: Its network covers all of Brittany and 
includes branches in Nantes and Paris. 

But lo and behold, companies in the region have gotten all 
stirred up about the sudden change of strategy—especially 
since the BNP subsidiary 1s also trying to recapture market 
shares with the mayor industrial groups. 

Reassuring Industry 

Barnere relies on statistics to allay the anxieties of PME 

proprictors. “Equipment loans were up 35 percent last year, 
from Fr800 million to Fri.08 bilhon,” he explains. Interest 

rates, he says. are currently between |! and 12 percent and 
stay in step with changes in the moncy supply. “We're not 

out to destabilize the financial markets,” notes Andre 
Bauer, deputy director of the network 

Another argument used to reassure industrial clrents 1s 
the bank's growing involvement in regional projects. 
Daniel Unvoas, general secretary of Brit Air, can speak 
from personal expernence: “Though the bank 1s exer- 
crsing caution in light of the serious air transport slump, 
it 18 Standing by its commitments to our company.” Over 

the last few months. with support from Brittany's finan- 
cial establishment, Brit Air has been able to carmark 
Fr330 million to purchase five new airplanes. 

But Xavier de Villeneuve, his spirits restored by 
improvement in the bank's net carnings (Fr49$ million 
last year, up 9 percent), says loan activity 1s not the only 

measure of the bank's commitment to regional industry 
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“Our close ties to BNP.” he says, “increase our capacity 

to take equity positions through specialized subsidiaries 

such as Broceliande and Surcouf 2001.” A repositioning 
strategy that has yet to prove its profitability. 

* Urban Projects Accord With Bucharest 

YVIESOS33B Paris LUSINE NOUVELLE 
in French 16 May 91 p 47 

[Article by Catherine Bozon: “Generale des Eaux 
Marches Into Romania”—first paragraph is L'USINE 
NOUVELLE introduction] 

[Text] Guy Deyouany’s group is offering a full gamut of 
urban services. But financing problems remain unre- 
solved 

Generale des Eaux [General Water Company] is deploying 
its forces to Romania. lis Trashgaz subsidiary has just 

signed a contract for ozone treatment of drinking water. 
Montenay and Societe Europe Services are starting up two 
semi-public companies, in heating and waste handling 

respectively. A dozen other contracts are currently being 

negotiated. These contracts, the total value of which has yet 
to be determined, stem from a protocol agreement signed 
last October between Generale des Eaux and the municipal 
government of Bucharest 

The municipality's pnorities were not really unusual 

Top concerns: water and heating. First target for 
improvement: management. “We will begin by locating 
the leakages, installing meters and establishing a mean- 
ingful price for water,” says Jean-] suis Diefenbacher, 
Generale’s deputy manager. Bucharest's problems came 
as no surprise to the French group, which knows how to 
profit from the socio-political idiosyncrasies of the 
Romanian market 

France's popularity works in favor of our country’s 
businessmen here, so does the good diplomatic relation- 
ship between Paris and Petre Roman's government: To 
gct anything done here, central government blessing 1s 
indispensable. Lastly, the current juridical vacuum may 
actually make foreign penetration easier: “There may 
not be a law permitting contracts to be signed, but there's 
nothing to prevent i,” say sources at Generale 

All the same, the track record of ventures all over East 
Europe 1s sobering enough to make the group headed by 
Guy Dejouar~ cautious about predicting the ultimate 
outcome of ts Romanian offensive. In Hungary, 
Campenon Bernard's projects are still marking time. In 
Prague, a contract signed last autumn by CBC (General 
Building and Construction Company) called for a land 
transfer in exchange for a trash collection service. Dis- 
agreements with city hall have thus far prevented start- 
up of collections. In former East Germany, Jean-Lours 
Dietenbacher admits to “increasing pessimism.” 

Though Romania might seem, despite its shockingly low 
development level, a strategically easier point of entry, 
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the financing problems there are still unresolved. Mon- 
tenay could get paid out of the moncy i can save 

Bucharest on heating. But nothing 1s going to happen 
without international loans—or without political deter- 
mination on the part of a government being pulled in 
opposite directions by the IMF and President [iescu. 
Negotiations currently under way in Bucharest should be 
concluded within a matter of weeks, according to Gen- 
erale. And ut plans to follow up its breakthrough in the 
urban services sector by managing projects to restore 
several neighborhoods in the Romanian capital. 

* National Front Denounces Immigration Policy 

YIESOSS7B Paris LE MONDE in French 
12 Jun Yi p 14 

[Text] At the close of the weekly meeting of the National 
Front (FN) Political Bureau on Monday, 10 June, Jean- 
Marie Le Pen, president of the party of the far right, 
announced the organization of a demonstration pro- 
testing the immigration policy on Wednesday, 19 June, 
at the Place de [Opera in Paris. 

For Le Pen, the cause of the latest tragic events in Mantes- 
la-Johe 1s obvious: “We are engaged in a veritable revolu- 
twonary process that will lead us from the ‘intumidata’ to the 
‘ntifada’.” By organizing a protest ir front of the Opera 
House on 19 June, the president of the party of the extreme 

right intends to condemn “the immigration policy followed 
for 20 years.” from Valery Giscard d’Estaing to Francois 
Mitterrand. In the face of “rising violence and crime” and 
confronted with the “danger to public peace and security,” 

the National Front wants to “enable French citizens to 
express their concern.” 

Castigating the “veritable degeneration of our security 
system,” Le Pen therefore intends to go after immigra- 
tion, “the principal, essential cause of the deterioration 
of public peace.” The president of the National Front 
stated that: “Those who have automatically acquired 
French nationality could go before commissions to make 
a deliberate chowe.” He therefore suggests that the 
administration take up the case of foreigners—probably 
referring to the “Beurs” [Arabs] in particular-who 
acquired French nationality upon coming of age. unless 
they did not wish t. Le Pen does not mention those who 
acquired French nationality at birth by virtue of having 
a French parent born in France 

By taking this position, Le Pen 1s shghtly out of sync with 
his party's platform. For cxample, in a chapter of For 
France, published in 1986, entitled “Immigration: 
National Preference.” the National Front proposes to 
“eliminate cases of automatic accession to French 
nationality (affecting 70,000 to 80,000 persons a year).” 

It recommends two other measures: “Stricter application 
of legislation on naturalization and completing it (affect- 
ing nearly 35,000 persons a year)” and “forcing French- 
Maghretian binationals, who now number about | mil- 
hon, to choose. These French-Maghreman binationals 
are not to be confused with French Muslims, harkis 
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{member of North Afnmcan auxshary contingent that 
fought with the French] or their children, who acquired 
French nationality by shedding their blood.” 

According to this program. “the reconstruction of a 

complete and coherent immigration policy implies revi- 
sion of the code on nationality, giving up intercultural 
education in the schools, breaking up family groupings. 
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the deportation of ilicgals and criminals. sending uncm- 
ployed workers back home. reserving family allocations 
and social assistance for French nationals. stricter appli- 
cation of the Geneva Convention on refugees. cstablish- 
ment of real job pnorty for nationals. and the institution 
of a savings-return plan.” Al the tome. the Nationa! 
Front stated that “only the adoption of all fof these] 
proposals will be effective ~ 
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Spanish Tour Bus Target of Bomb Attack 

11 0007 14.2)00! Rome ANS4 om Enel’ 1219GNMT 
6 Jul vi 

[Test] Rome. July © (ANSA}—A Spannh tour bus 
exploded on central Rome im the carly hours of Saturday 

morning after umdentified assailants lobbed a containcr 
of petrol at the wehecke, polce sources reported 

Investigators sere questioning cyewertnesses Saturday 
morneng. but saed that they had no firm evidence to go 
on at that pount. A second petrol bomb which had failed 
to caplade was found under another Spanish bus paricd 

fifty metres away 

Spanish companies and property in Itahan cites have heen 

the target of a reornmt epate of bomb attacks The Rasguc 
separatist organisation ET 4 claumed responsibility for some 
of the attacks om a letter to a Spanish oewespaper 

* Network of Andreotti Proteges Described 

VIE SONS Velen PANOR AWA om Trahan 9 Jum 
pp 82.83 

| Artucle by Renzo Rosat: “The Cuckoo's Strategy”) 

[Text] Milan—Wednesday. 22 May. after the Rome 
Inter game The red and yellow perecys have just lost the 
LEFA Cup bet new team owner Gouseppe ( warrapico’s 

mend = on sometheng cle At the Internazional 
Tennes restaurant. whech be manages. ( sarrapiwo has as 
hrs dinner guests IRE [Institute for the Reconstruction of 
Industry) prewdent Franco Note Cesare Geronz 
administrator of the Rome Savings Bank and future 
head of the maarhank ehach ell emerge from its fuwon 

with the Bank of Rome Mauro Leone. vice prewdent of 
EFIM (Manufacturing Industry Holding and Financial 
( ompany| (lawdro Vitalone undersecretary at the Min- 
try of Foreign Affarrs, Attorney Creneral Antoni 
Marin: and ether members of Andreott: + superparty 

Here « ( arta om a tete-e-tete oath Notul and Leone. and 
here he & (he Oat morneng on Via Veneto m the IRI 
prewdent’s office to omform hem that Promo Netioto e- 

prewdent of the Itahan Federation of Track and Field 
Events will have to poun the admenetrative council of the 

Finmeccanca [Mechanecal Engineering Finance ( orpora- 
thon) Netwolo eas at one time the powerful and omn- 

present stat of live televrmon subsequently tarnished by 

drug « andals and Cros ann Ev angelrst:'s rigged pump at the 
198" Rome world champronshups The scat scoured for 
Netolo a Socialist wor over to the Andreott) mauparnty is 

hot an outstanding one Just as the vice presidency of the 
( redvto htahano, a pow imtended at one time for Arngo 
(atta, prewdent of the CONT [Itahan National Olympx 
( ommutice] dacs not cownt for very much Nor docs the 
recent entry unto the SIP [Itahan State4 ened Telephone 
Company! of the Naples Soccer Team owner Corrado 
Ferlanno ehich fellow Neapolitan Paolo Ciro Pormcino 
\ndreott:'s number two, denees as berg bes work “Fer. 
lane” He mw a man of the ie ~ 
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The invasion of sports personalics into public office ss 
only the last demonstratvon. perhams the mow folksy. of 
the spol system begun by Andreott: A practice tned out 

m the Unsted States. comssting of awarding a cortam 
number of kc) postions io the presdent's fnends Only 

there. the pressdential mandate 5 for four years. caght at 
the most. In Italy « can be forever 

Perhaps om the future Andreott:'s followers «ho fload 
menestines, agencees and banks will form « ecological 
stratum. For now, they are all forging thes ons. And 
because time presses (clectioms are getting the DC 
[Christian Dernocratn Party) congress 5 pong close). 
the race becomes spasmoda There 1s no tome to bring 
the gens Guha family tree up to date. because 6 
mmmediately moomplicte A great upect at the SIP De 
Mita’s Paolo Benson 1 out. Andreott: + Antomo Zapp 
msm. Power struggic at STET [Tur Telephone Finance 
Company |. on spite of De Muta’s presedent. Bragro Agnes, 
Tommaso Rea’s influence growng He os the 
new delegate administrator of the SEAT [Telephone 
Directory Publishing Company). the financial strong- 
hold yellow pages pubinsher 

Rea. a Neapolitan, has spent hes entere cares =: che SIP 
where lately he has concerned himecif with procurement 

and real estate activitees. (one trilbon [hire] mm contracts 
per vear) Rea «a )4-<carat Andreott: man He became a 
DX natonal councillor on the votung let with Franco 
Evangelists. then moved closer to Pormcmo. Now he ss 
the offensive strategist on the tclecommunications front 
Zapp 's ascent « hes work Zappi's trade unron past has 
also won hem the support of Franco Marim. minister of 

work, ex TSL [htahan ( ontederation of Trade U mons] 
leader he too 1s on privtlged terms eith the president of 
the ( ounce! 

That's mght Because now Andreott: docs not limit 
humeclf to depending on bus own faction. He has an 
extended empire that meaedcrs around the DC and even 
outwde the DC. “In the sew government there are five 
Andreott: followers bewdes the Andreott: followers.” 
Thes @ittecrem 6 attributed to Anton Gava, leader of 
the Dorote:, ummediately after Crulio's seventh govern- 
ment was sworn m Who are the five’ The afore- 
mentioned Marim. formal hei to deceased New Forces 
leade:. Donat atten. Then the Social Democrat Carlo 
Vizzim. appornted to the Menistr of Posts by Andreott:. 

Hes famer, Casmmiro, ex-deputy of the Resing Sun 
[Itahan Socealest Democratic Party). enjoys a happy old 
age as Ciarrapico’s representative mm the Terme di 
Bognanco financial firm The third Andreott: man to the 
honors 1s Calogero Mannie, also known as Lillo, offi- 
cally of the left, Secrhan DC regional secretary, 
appointed munister for the South, a key post to which 
Ricardo Misass. De Mita’s very taithful follower, 
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aspired. “Mis position mm the party 1 unchanged,” spec- 
ifies Manno. “even of os truce that | am on cacelient 
terms with Andreott: and | have had some differences 
with De Maa” 

And what's more For some tume now. Carlo Bernini. 
minister of transportation and Venctuuan Dorote: leader. 
has been closing in He 1s the depositary of a votng block 
numbering hundreds of thousands In the 1989 European 
elections he put these consenses at Andreott:'s disposal. 

allowing him a coup. The story could repeat itself in the 
party with the congress votes. Finally, Guido Bodrato. 
De Miuta’s adversary for the leadership of the left, has 
obtained, as he desired. the Minestry of Industry. even if 
this «6 not sufficrent to define him as Andreott:'s man 

The rest of the DC observes Andreottr's antics with 
growing iwritation. Some predict a rebellion. “ht us 
mesact to definc men lke Mannino or Bernini as 
Andreotts's men.” punctuates Pomicino. However, he 
adds, “If we're heading for a fight in the party, | think 
that between us we could establish an alliance ~ 

In the meanteme. the shopping around continucs. The PRI 
[tahan Republican Party] abandons. along with the govern- 
ment, the Ministry of State Particupations that Andreotn 
had derm:vely awarded them” The seat was claimed by the 
left and by Gava, who would lke to install vice secretary 
Silvio Lega. Instead, here 1s Giwho, personally, of his own 
aulaority, naming as heutenam the very faithful undersec- 
retary Paolo del Mese_ But that's not cnough. The honorabic 
Lino Armelim. from the Venetian Dorote:, had already 
arrived, reconnontering. In Pugha, Deputy Giuseppe 
Degennaro and Senator Attihho Busseti, also ex-Dorotes, 
became Andreott: men. In Liguria, also from the ranks of 
the left. came the Europarhamentanan Eolo Parodi. press 
dent of the physicians association 

Today, Andreott’s followers take Tuscany by storm. 
with Tommaso Brsagno conquering the regional secre- 
tariat and Roberto Boninsegni the provincial Florentine 
one at the capense of Forlani man Piero Pizzi. At la 
Spezia, ex-lU ndersecretary Manfredo Manfredi crosses 
over from the Dorote: lines. In the Abruzzo. as always at 
the expense of the Dorote:, come regional councillors 
Cnampictro Bert: and Sergio Fortunato 
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Andreott: lke the cuckoo berd. He lays eggs m the 
nests of others Hrs followng that a few years ago casted 
only un Rome and mm Sicily. today numbers 21 percent of 
the party and 1s present im all Italy With the suppon of 
Manno, Bernem. Lattanzi. « could casily attain the 

majority. Gava, De Mita. and Forlam are the first to fear 
that cuckoo Andreott: wil! wind up with the whole tree 
Therefore, for now u's better to build nest. a ittic 
outssde politics, even of still om the ummediate vacinity 

For cxaample, ai the RAI [Itahan Broadcastong C orpora- 
tron] Nobili docs not miss a chance to remind the 
director general, Gianm: Pascarelli, Foriani's man, that 
his management docs not work. Andreott:'s followers 
have positioned Vice Dirctor Giovanni Salvi to dog 
Pascarelli’s every step. Pawing at the ground 1s Giancarlo 
Leone, Mauro's brother, destined to fill the key role of 
chief press officer. Also pawing at the ground 1s Mano 
Maffuces, network chet for the RAI channel one variety 
shows. He aspires to take over network director Carlo 
Fuscagni's job. His frendship with Pomicino 1s deeper 
than that with Andreotti. Some cxamples’ The “Rai- 
Mondo” program. with the Neapolitan cabaret per- 
formers Tretire, personally recommended by the min- 
ister, Of a mew variety act mm which Gabrella Carlucci, 
Milly's sester, 1s supposed to star. She 1s a frequent visitor 
to the Pomicino household. program sponsor, Antonio 
Matarrese, who has just relinquished hu own gencral 
secretary Gianni Petrucc: to Ciarrapico’s Roma. 

Theater, salons, soceety, sport. All golden nests for 
cuckoo Andreotti. One meets so many people The 
indefaticable Rosanna Lambertucc:, who with Maf- 
fucct’s support 1s busy wresting a contract of 600 millon 
lire from the RAI for continuing to direct “Piu Sani, piu 
Bell” [“Healther and more Beautiful}. Or Gruseppe 
Consolo, the VIP iawver. Thies year as well as last, the 
president of the Council was a guest on the maugural 
program of “Dentro la Giustizia™ (“Inside the Law”). 
Consolo’s career was launched by his defense of ex- 
Minister Cleho Darda for the affair of the golden 
prisons. Also in the defense college was Vilfredo Vital- 
one, prince of all the Andreott: lawyers. 4 for Rosanna 
Lamberiuce:, her second father was Achille Gallucci, 
powerful Roman cx-attorney general. Thus, in between a 
gin rummy game and a bet at the Capannetie race track, 
the gens Giulia grows and multiples 
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Foreign Minister on Resolution of \ ugosiay Crisis 

Lpor0713 2791 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 

in Spanish 1300 GMT 7 Jul 91 

[Excerpt] With regard to the situation in Yugoslavia, 
Spanish Foreign Minister Francisco Fernande?-Ordoncz 
has saed thal i 1s necessary to combine two principles 

Those who do not want to live together cannot be obliged 
to do so and things must be done within z surndical order 
Fernandez4rdonez considers that chauges m Yugo- 
Slavia are possible but stability must be maimtained 
because otherwise the msk 1 too great. The Spanish 
monster added that the EC prefers a united Yugoslavia, 
hut he admuts that realistically the umportant thing 1s 
that what Yugoslay citizens vant should be done within 
a legal framework and without violence 

Fernandez-Ordonez made these statements shortly 

before accompanying Prume Minister Felipe Gonzalez 
on hes veset to Moscow. Felipe Gonzalez will arrive on the 
Soviet capital this evening and begin a two-day official 
viset tomorrow with which both countries aim to consol- 
idate their bilateral relations. [passage omitted] 

Travel Agencies Advised To Warn of Terrorism 

11 0607191691 Paris AFP in Enelish 1908 GMT 
6 Jul Yi 

[Text) Bayonne, France, July 6 (AFP)}—The Basque 
organization ETA advised tournst agents Saturday to 
warn prospective visitors to Spain of “the msk they 
would be taking” and to give them a list of terrorist 
attacks «t has carned out there over the past five years 

The ETA statement, written in Spanish, was delivered to 

news media offices on this French Basque city 

The lest of attacks filled two pages and included assaults 
on Spanish offices in the ltahan cities of Bologna, Milan. 
and Rome 

Prime Minister Gonzales Departs for Moscow 

LDOCOCIS3I91 Madnd RNE-' Radio Network 

m Spanch 100 GMT * Jul 9! 

[Teat}] At 1620 [1420 GMT] this afternoon Prime Min- 
ister Felipe Gonzalez lefi for Moscow for a two-day visit 
with the objective of consolidating political relations 

SPAIN ss 

between Spain and the Sovict Unmon by means of a linc 

of contracts and the holding of an annual summit 
between the two countnecs 

On Tuesday Felipe Gonzalez—who 1s accompamed by 
his wife. Carmen Komero, and by Minister of Foreign 
Affairs Francisco Fernandez4Ordonez and Minister for 
Relations with the Cortes Virgiho Zapatcro—will sign a 
treaty of fmendship and cooperation between Spain and 

the USSR. in which a section ss foreseen on security, 

disarmament. human rghts. and .«c strengthening of the 
United Nations and another one on bilateral relations 

NATO Seen Giving Straits of Gibraltar Control 

LDOSO7 221691 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 0600 GMT § Jui 9! 

[Text] Spain and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
are on the way to reaching an agreement on substantial 
control of the Strarts of Gibraltar by Spain. The dispute 
between Spain and Great Brita has not been raised 
within the Atlantic alhance. It 1 capected that coord:- 
nation by Spanish military officers will not be carned out 
with the Britesh, but rather with the Itahans. An agree- 
ment, which has still not been reached, will probably be 
in the following terms. as learned by our correspondent 
in Brussels, Ignacio Hernandez 

{Hernandez} Substantial control of the Straits by Spain 
seems to be accepted by the Atlantic Alhance. This was 
sand by a Spanish dig tomatic source mm reference to the 

negotiations on the coordination agreement which estab- 
lushes our contribution to NATO. onsofar as the control 

of the Strants of Gibraltar 1s concerned 

Another aspect of thes agreement, to which objections 

are not berg made. 1s that Spanish) military authorities 

are not going to coordinate with the British command in 
Gibraltar but with the Italian command based in Naples 

This 1s accepted, the diplomatic source added. stressing 
that the negotiations with the allance are not being 
approached on the basis of confrontation. The Spanish 
authorities do not beleve that it makes sense to tane the 
Hispanic- British dispute over the Rock in the framework 
of these NATO negotiations. The coordination agree- 
ment 1s now on the phase of negotiations by the military 

commands. These sources have not wanted to give a date 
for its signing. They added only that there 1s no hurry 
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Vasiliow Discusses Land Iesuc, Federation 

VOW W899! Nicowa O FILELEVTHEROS 
im Greek 7 Jul Vi pl 

[By A. Lokavyss] 

[Text] Pressdent Yeoryios Vasihou clearly told me 

during a tocent interview that our side will only accept a 
Turkish Cypriot region of less than 29 percent of total 
Cypriot terntory as a starting pot for negotiations that 
would fall within a “radius of agreement.” At the same 
tme, he did not conceal his serious concern over the 

implications of recent events im Yugoslavia for the 
Stability of federal structures and over the need for 
functional safeguards to be built into such structures. on 
which the new Cypriot state will be based. so that semolar 
negative developments can be avonded He noted that he 
1s troubled by the events taking place ot yust im VYugo- 
Slavia but on other federations as well, stresseng that 

First, he onsists that any solution must contam a mech- 
anism to resolve any deadlocks that may emerge. so that 
procedures are in place to defuse any crisis that could 
ycopardize the federation 

Second, he beheves that the dramatic events im Vugo- 
Slavia are the result over overcentralization, and so 
power must be decentralized to the members of the 
federation once the basic axes of a unitary state have 

been guaranteed 

Vasihou stressed: “Events in Yugoslavia have remforced 
my already strong conviction thal 1 crucial that any 
agreement reached on the operation of the federal govern- 
ment and the separation of powers be as clear as powubic 

Al the same tome, these events have shown the need for a 
mechanism that can break future deadlocks When we first 
raised the need ‘or such a mechanism, many peopee sand 
thes would be wnncessary as it would be included im the 
constiiution. Now, however, capenence all over the world 

has shown that a thousand things can crop up thal you 
cannot foresee, and if you have not provided for such a 

mechanism, to which both parts are committed. then you 
will have a formula for destruction.” 

Presdemt Vasilow directly linked the solution of the 

(Cyprus problem and membership in the EC and consid. 
ered the prospect of membership as a substantive and 
integral part of any solution, stressing that he firmly 

belreves that the referendum that will be beld when an 
agreement on the Cyprus problem «= reached must 
include a question about Cyprus’ acceson to the Ef 

President Vasilou also emphasized that if we are blamed 
for any future deadlock, 1 would be the beginning of “a 
countdown” with disastrous results 

During the mterview, in which he spoke revealingly 
about his views and approaches, the pressdent reyected 
Desktas’ demand for “a revolving presidency,” because 
tha: would automatically create a situation in which two 
states would take turns on exercising power 
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Pressdent \ asilou also noted that some carlect de croms 
have made ncgotiations difficult for him and m some 
cases, such as the agreement to code 25 percent of ( yprus 
termiory w the Turkish Cypriots, have even commetted 

him on advance. That figure cannot now be reduced, and 
there are cven proposals to moercase of to 29 percent 
Meanwhile, the United States has sct those two figures as 
the outer lumuets for acgotiatecns 

Vasilion Receives Letter From Perez de ( vetlar 

NCOS071 21691 Nicowa Cyprian Broadcawine 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1030 GM 1 
S Jul 91 

[Test] At a meeting at the Presedential Palace today 
Oscar Camuilon, the UN secretary's general special rep 

resemtative m Cyprus, delivered a letter from tN Secre- 

tary General Javect Perez de Cucllar to Pressdent Yeo 

tyros Vasilhou. Foreign Minester Yooryros lakovow also 
attended the mecting 

Speaking after the mecting. ( amuibon sand that letiers 
will also be dchvered to the Greek and Turkish Crovern. 
ments and to Turkish Cypriot icader Rauf Denktas The 
pressdent stated that, among other things the letter 
referred to the upcoming tour of the Nicosia 
Athens- Ankara triangle by UN envoy Crustay Fense! and 
Camuilhon, as was announced m the UN scorectary gen 

cral’s latest report to UN Securty Counc: 

More on Letter, Situation 
VOOS07181191 Noma Cupra Broad: auting 

Corporation Radw Networ’ in Greet 162067) 

5 Jul 9! 

[Teat}) Pressdent Veoryios Vasihow sand that the Creek 
(Cypriot sade supports the UN secretary general's eflorts 

to solve the Cyprus problem because it wants a solution 

and 1s prepared to cooperate with the U aried Natrons to 

ect one. He added Whether progress « to be made 

however, still depends on the Turkish wade whech wnt 
now has lomited riself to statements by Turkish Prewdemt 
Turgut Cizal about hus dewre for a solutron However 

nothing concrete has been sand that 
that thes desire ms something they mean and thet « can 
become a reality 

Speaking to reporters following the Natrona! ( owner! 
meeting today. President Vashow sand that the | N secre 
tary general notes im hes letter, which was handed to th 

presedent hy Chscar Camulon today. that he would lke to 

wtiihze to the fullest the tome betecen now and \) August 

when he will submit hes neat report to the Security © ounce! 

Vasihow added He. therefore, proposes that Oscar Cam 
thon and Crustay Ferwee! held a series of moeetongs with the 

parties concerned wm July Wf everythung goes well these 
meeting will contunue mm August Prewdent \ashow alo 
sand that Pere? de ( ucllar stresses om bis beter that proor 
proceeding with a conference it 1s emportant that the grownd 
be prepared wo that the conference ail! have the powswtelity 

of succeeding 
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At the fowr-and-onc-half-hour National Council meeting. 

Prewdent V asshow briefed ts members on his contacts, the 
letters cachanged be and the UN secretary general have 
exchanged, and on the letter Greek Prime Minster Kon- 
standmnos Matsotakss sent concerning the progress on the 
Cyprus msuc. Vasihou also said the National Council then 
assessed the sttuation a Cyprus, and mternationally. and 
held an ev change of views which contributed to cirifying the 
views of the vanous sides. 

Coleman Warns of Turkish Political ‘Cunning’ 

NC 0607105391 Nicoma I SIMERINI in Greek 
6Jul Vip 3 

[From the “Free Thoughts” column: “If Ozal Tomorrow...” 

[Text] Imagine that tomorrow Ovzal, obcying trans- 
Atlante suggestions or advice, makes a gesture by, for 
crample. announcing that 10,000 occupation troops will 
be withdrawn and some villages or occupied Famagusta 
returned, provided, of course, that our side accepts 
Turkesh guarantees and the political (read numerical) 
equality of the two sides and ... about the presence 
of settlers on our occupied lands. Furthermore, this offer 
ts conditional on the resumption of a dialogue between 
Vasihow and Rauf Denktas, leader of the occupation 
regime. to resolve the Cyprus problem. You would say 
“All thes well bring disintegration, not a solution’ 

Certamty’ Who can rule out the possibility, nowever, 
that such a nightmarish scenario will not be played out 

before, durmng. or after Bush's visit to Athens and 
Ankara om 12 days’ teme” And if, despite Denktas 
shouts. the Turkish side im the person of Oval docs 
mdeed make such a gesture, then what will happen on 
our wide” Half of the people will, perhaps, declare them- 
selves prepared to negotiate over the so-called Turkish 
COMCESHOMS $0 as to HT prove (or so they think) somewhat 
the outrageous condrions that will have been set. The 
other half well, perhaps, raise their vorces to protest the 
attempted sell-out and surrender. In this way, the Greek 
front well be split, although this 1s now hardly a mono- 
lithee body anyway. Fantasies’ The ravings of a wild 
imagmnateon”’ Or a scenario that 1s a very real possibility, 
with. perhaps, minor modifications’ The next few days 
will tell 

Let ws examene Oval’s position. The Turks say that corcum- 
stances are propitious for their views and claums. They 
may be having some problems with Europe, but the 
mternatronal climate and local conditions are mm their 
favor What do they have to lose by making such a gesture” 
Nothong’ On the contrary. they will create the impression 
that they are ready for a dialogue to solve the Cyprus 
problem and st 1s the Greeks, who reject such conditions. 
who are the mntransigent ones This 1s one aspect Another 
1s Bush's empending visit to our area. In the wake of the 
Crulf war, be os faceng criticism at home and abroad 
because he not only failed to solve the problem mm this 
region but actually made things worse for his policres and 
the economy. Certainly Bush will want to have something 
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positive he can pont to when the clectbon campaign begins 
m the Unned States carly next year 

Is Ledsky's statement that the Cyprus problem wall be 
solved by the end of 1991 a comcdence’? Who can rule 
out that Cyprus will pay by being sacrificed on the altar 
not only of Turkesh mmterests, but of US. ones as well” 
Why 1s thes’ It os because the Greek sede not only has 
been caught unawares by events and developments, but 
because the cunning Turkish diplomacy 1s daily striking 
heavy blows. In addition we now have the Yugoslav 
nightmare which augurs new hardships for Greece and 
even more so for Cyprus. Does not the mere fact that the 
United States, Germany, and Italy may recognize the 
seceswonit republics of Slovenia and Croatia say any- 
thing to Cyprus's dozing political leadership” 

A third aspect ts the strange and dangerous operation on 
the part of Athens, followed by Nicosia, to cajole Turkey. 
While Ankara « on the offensive, Greece sees only 
so-called positive clements in the Turkish assault, while 
Nicosia, drowsing mn the summer heat. appears unable to 
move. It 1s warteng for some kind of deus ex machina, 
hike Bush or another third party, to wave a magic wand 
and solve the Cyprus problem. This cannot be done, 
however. when all fundamental principles of law and the 
rights of this country’s Greeks are berg disregarded. 
These principles have been codified and reaffirmed 
dorens of temes by the very same leaders who are now 
tongue-tied 

The Cyprus problem will not be solved when only the 
territorial and the refugee weues are taken up im the vain 
hope that this well pave the way for discussion of other 
issues, such as the withdrawal of Attila, basic freedoms. 
redding ourselves of the settlers, and resolute reyection of 
any new deadly Turkish guarantees. The National Council 
conferred yesterday. We very much dowlt whether our 

leaders have moved beyond the stage of empty talk to that of 

decrmonmaking and charting a longterm strategy and 
policy. And we wonder why our de cannot confront 
Turkish cunning and the shill of vanows political do- 
gooders' Politics 15 not a broth that needs semmernng. It 1s 
the will for survival on our country And that 1s what we have 

seen no vigns of anywhere 

Column Stresses Critical Nature of Days Ahead 

VO 0607081291 Nicoma O FILELEVTHEROS 

im Greek 6 Jul Vi pd 

[From the “Liberal” colum tical Days and Wise 

Handling} 

[Text] The White House's confirmation that President 
Bush will discuss the Cyprus problem during his visits to 
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Athens and Ankara provides concrete evidence not only 

of Washington's growing interest in the problem, but 
also of its Commitment to continue promoting proce- 
dures to achieve a settlement. This means that the 
consultations currently under way and those to be held in 
the coming days are all the more critical because: 

These consultations represent the most coordinated 
effort so far to set a compromise settlement on course 
through a determined strengthening of the initiatives of 
the UN secretary general, who will be visiting Turkey. 

What 1s particularly important here 1s that the coming 

days will require us to make choices, some of which may 
well be painful. We must be prepared for this, not 
forgetting that it was we who called for intervention to 
extricate the Cyprus problem from the mire into which it 
had been dragged by Turkish intransigence. 

While this in no way implies that we must accept 

whatever emerges, we should recognize in advance that: 

First: All procedures being developed and all interventions 
by third parties aim at promoting a compromise settlement 
This means that our side will need to make concessions, 
without, of course, renouncing basic principles. 

Second: This situation raises the risk that responsibility 

for any future deadlock could be transferred to our side, 
while stagnation would pose fatal dangers for Cyprus. 

What .« needed now ts a thoughtful and wise approach 

and the determined pursuit of clearly defined frame- 
works of principles. Such frameworks give us a safety 

valve by preventing any slides toward unacceptable 

settlements. This requires the steadfast unity and 
Strengthening of the internal front, so that any new 

developments can be addressed 

We must recognize the critical nature of the coming stage 

and the need for a positive spirit so that we do not 

become responsible for the failure of the efforts that have 

been set in motion. This is of enormous significance. 
because events have unfolded in such a way thus far that 

it 18 the other side which now has to prove that it truly 

wants a solution. We must not make things easier for it 
by giving it any pretexts for prevarication. It 1s for this 
reason that only wise counsel can strengthen our position 

and torestall untoward developments 
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Column Lauds Turkish Prime Minister's Statement 

NC0S07120891 Nicosia KHARAVYI 
in Greek § Jul 91 p 3 

[From the “Our Views” column: “ Yilmaz’ Conclusions] 

[Text] The Turkish press has reported that President 

Turgut Ozal and Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz are 
determined to resolve the Cyprus issue after the ground 
has been suitably prepared. The Turkish president has 
said: “We now have the most appropriate combination 

of circumstances for resolving the Cyprus issue.” For his 
part, Yilmaz told the Turkish Grand National Assembly 
that the Turkish Cypriot side ts ready to reach an 
agreement. He indicated, correctly, that “the heart of the 
Cyprus problem is ending hostility and suspicion 
between the two sides in Cyprus, which have to coop- 

erate as friends in a federation.” 

We would like to note that the time has long been ripe for 
a solution to the Cyprus issue, which 1s why most people 

regard its continuation as an anachronism. O7zal was very 
late in realizing this, but better late than never.... Let us 

hope that Ankara sincerely wants to reach agreement on 

the Cyprus issue. If any agreement is to be viable, it 
cannot contradict the UN principles and resolutions: it 

must be a genuine and just agreement. 

The fact that Yilmaz talks about a federation and not a 
confederation 1s encouraging. as 1s his recognition of the 
need to end suspicion and hostility between the two 

communities. Denktas and his fellow chauvinists who 
cultivate this hostility remain, however, and they say 
that they do not want even a single Greek among them 
and that they will not return even a handful of soil. They 
are the ones who constantly obstruct any rapprochement 

and insist on keeping the dividing line and the “bor- 
ders.” They are the ones who favor confederation and 
two separate states, not a federation 

The Greek Cypriot side 1s ready for cooperation and 

coexistence within a federation that will unite the island 
Our hand 1s always extended in freendship to the Turkish 

Cypnot community. Therefore, Yilmaz needs to direct 
himself to the Denktas circles and others in the occupied 

areas under Attila’s control so that they too reach the 
appropriate conclusions 
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Student Union Preparing ‘Hot Welcome’ for Bush 

NC0607 155491 Athens ELEVTHEROTIPI4 
in Greek 6 Jul 91 pil 

[Text] The National Student Union of Greece [EFEE] is 
preparing a “hot” welcome for U.S. President George 

Bush, planning a march to the U.S. Embassy on the first 
day of his visit here. 

At the same time, the EFEE Central Council issued a 
resolution yesterday calling a conference at 1230 on 9 
July of mass organizations, parties, youths, and mayors 
{not further specified] to determine “the initiatives for 
action against the visit and the Greek Government's 

subordinate stance.” 

4 relevant statement stresses that “EFEE assesses that 
the visit’s goal is to close all the pending issues which 
exist in the area under the complete U.S. overlordship. It 

denounces to the people and youths the method the 

United States is using to pursue a Cyprus solution and 

also denounces the government of New Democracy. 
which yields to the U.S. policy and accepts the part- 

tionist solution for the island.” 

The EFEE statement concludes by stressing that 11 
demands “the government stop the pro-American and 

subordinate policy of concessions to imperialism. the 

complete withdrawal of the U.S. bases and nuclear 
weapons from the country, and the decisive reduction of 

military expenditure and service.” 

Mitsotakis Returns After ‘Successful’ Operation 

NC0607172691 Athens Elliniki Radhiofonia Radio 

Network in Greek 1700 GMT 6 Jul 9! 

[Excerpt] Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis 

returned to Athens this afternoon from the German town 
of Ulm, where he underwent a successful prostate oper- 

ation. Upon arrival, Mitsotakis expressed deep concern 
over the situation in Yugoslavia. He said: The Greek 
people must realize that the situation in Yugoslav 1s 

fraught with many dangers 

Mitsotakis said he will contact certain ministers today 

and tomorrow to be briefed on issues such as the 

economy, which always causes problems and concern. 
the Bush visit to Greece, and his own visit to Moscow 
[passage omitted] 
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Foreign Minister Samaras Comments on Yugoslavia 

NC0607053791 Athens Elliniki Radhiofonia Radio 
Network in Greek 0400 GMT 6 Jul 91 

[Text] Greece's effort to mediate in the Yugoslav crisis 
has been successful insofar as the Community's ministe- 
nal council, which met in The Hague, has adopted the 
Greek viewpoint as explained by Foreign Minister 
Andonios Samaras. Following Samaras’ contacts in Bel- 
grade, it was decided that the EC troika should pay 
another visit to Yugoslavia. As Samaras stated upon his 
return last night, it 1s very significant that EC's nght and 
ability to play the leading role in European affairs has 
been internationally recognized. 

Soviet Officials Discuss Trade Exchanges 

NCOSO071S54091 Athens ATHENS NEWS in English 
S Jul 91 p 2 

[Text] Industry, Energy and Technology Minister 
Stavros Dhimas met on Wednesday with visiting Soviet 
Alternate Minister for Foreign Economic Relations 
Yuriy N. Chumakov and Deputy Metallurgy Minister 
Igor V. Prokopoy 

During the meeting, and in view of Prime Minister 
Konstandinos Mitsotakis’ forthcoming visit to the 
Soviet Union, an exchange of views took place on all 
issues concerning economic cooperation between the 
two countnes, with emphasis on cooperation in the 
construction of an alumina plant in Greece 

The two sides also underlined the need for a further 
tightening of the economic relations between the two 
countries in the framework of their traditional fnend- 
ship and in their common interest 

Greek agricultural products valued at approximately 
US. $55 milhon will soon appear in the Soviet market as 
part of an accord between the two countnes by which 
Greece will grant credit facilities to the Soviet Union for 
U.S. $100 million 

Prospects for a speedy delivery of the products to the 
Soviet Union were discussed yesterday in a meeting held 
between Agriculture Minister Mikhail Papakonstand- 
inou and Soviet Foreign Economic Relations Undersec- 
retary Mr. Chumakov. A new meeting will be held today 
for quantities of agricultural products which will be 
exported to the Soviet Union 
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Commentary Opposes Allied Rapid Deployment Force 

NC0807110791 Istanbul TERCUMAN in Turkish 
4 Jul 91 po 

{Commentary by Professor Fahir Armaoglu: “Hammer 
or Anvil?”} 

[Excerpts] The contacts U.S. Under Secretary of Defense 
Paul Wolfowitz had in Turkey last week indicate that the 
United States is hatching a new plot against Turkey. The 
contacts revolved around stationing a “rapid deployment 
force” [cekic kuvvet] in Turkey to protect the Kurdish 
refugees after the allied forces withdraw from northern Iraq. 
Reports indicate that the force would be based in Silopi and 
would be comprised of 5,000 men from the United States, 
Britain, and France. U.S. officials say that the military team 
will not be used as a police unit, but as a “deterrent force,” 
whatever that means. 

Regardless of how the matter is considered, the deploy- 
ment of the force in Turkey will be disadvantageous to 
our country. By allowing such a force to be deployed on 
its territory, Turkey will become the “protector” or 
“guarantor” of the Kurds in northern Iraq. The deploy- 
ment will mean that Turkey has assumed the responsi- 
bility of “protecting” the Kurds in Iraq and “guarantee- 
ing” their security. What does Turkey stand to gain from 
that? [passage omitted] 

What amazes us most is the silence Mesut Yilmaz and 
his administration have maintained about this develop- 
ment. Mr. Yilmaz’s approach conflicts with the sensitive 
stand he took on similar matters when he served as 
foreign minister. There can be only one reason for this 
conflict: The presidential mansion in Cankaya continues 
to control Turkey's foreign policy. 

Obviously, President Ozal has not relinquished his “per- 
sonal” control of Turkey's foreign policy even following 
the establishment of Mesut Yilmaz's government. It is 
understood that President Ozal wishes to avoid a dis- 
agreement or chill between Turkey and the United States 
on the eve of President Bush's visit, during which Ozal 
will be generously praised by his guest. Obviously, the 
“rapid deployment force” will be a kind of “present or 
souvenir” to President Bush when he visits Turkey. 

UN Secretary General Arrives in Istanbul 

7A0607160891 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1505 GMT 6 Jul 91 

[Text] Istanbul (A.A}—UN Secretary General Javier 
Perez de Cuellar arrived here on Saturday for an unof- 
ficial visit. He was met at Istanbul Ataturk Airport by 
UN representatives in Turkey and officials of Foreign 
Ministry protocol department. 

On Sunday, de Cuellar will attend a luncheon given in 
his honour by Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz. On 
Monday he is scheduled to meet with President Turgut 
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Ozal, in the Aegean summer resort of Marmaris, where 
Ozal is staying. De Cuellar is expected to go to Istanbul 
on Tuesday to accept an honorary doctorate which will 

be presented to him by Istanbul University. He will leave 
Turkey on the same day. 

During his meetings with Ozal and Yilmaz, de Cuellar 1s 
expected to exchange points of view on the Cyprus 
problem which has gained momentum, specially in the 
recent days. 

De Cuellar had to cancel some of his plans for a touristic 
tour of the city because of bad weather conditions, it ts 
reported. 

Meets Yilmaz; Cyprus Discussed 

TA0707161191 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 

15800 GMT 7 Jul 91 

{Excerpts} Istanbul (A.A)—Prime Minister Mesut 
Yilmaz met on Sunday visiting U.N. Secretary General 
Xavier Perez de Cuellar mainly to discuss the Cyprus 
problem, according to officials 

Foreign Minister Safa Giray and two of Yilmaz’s aides 
also attended the meeting which came after a luncheon 
given by Yilmaz to Perez de Cuellar’s honor. 

Mehmet Ali Irtemcelik, a consultant to Yilmaz, told 
reporters after the one hour mecting that the Cyprus 
problem was not the only item in the meeting's agenda 

and that other points including developments in Iraq 
after the Gulf war, and the former refugees problem were 
also discussed. 

Perez de Cuellar, who arrived in Turkey on Saturday, 1s 
scheduled to meet President Turgut Ozal on Monday in the 
Aegean holiday resort of Marmaris. [passage omitted] 

The U.N. chief 1s expected to leave Turkey on July 9 

Demirel Comments on Cyprus Issue, Terrorism 

TA0707194491 Ankara TRT Television Network 

in Turkish 1700 GMT 7 Jul 91 

[Text] True Path Party leader Suleyman Demirel has 
said that no one will be allowed to make any concessions 
from rights earned in Cyprus. 

Speaking at a news conference in Isparta today, Demirel! 
said that political activity 1s taking place on the Cyprus 

issue, adding that the UN secretary general's visit to Turkey 
just before U.S. President Bush’s visit 1s meaningful 

Recalling that UN Resolution 649 envisages the forma- 
tion of a bicommunal and bizonal federative state in 
Cyprus based on equal political nghts, Demirel said that 
his party supports the implementation of that resolution 

TRT [Turkish Radio and Television] correspondent 
Ertugrul Bulent Danaci reports that Demirel! said that, 
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though a lasting solution 1s being sought on the island, 
peace has prevailed in Cyprus for 17 years. He added 
that Turkey will not agree to anything that will under- 
mine the peace or will return our kinsmen to conditions 
existing before 1974. 

He continued: Let us recall that Greece is willing to 
repeat the same trick it tried in the past by refusing any 
solution that will not lead to Enosis, that 1s the annex- 
ation of Cyprus. That 1s why our position on Cyprus ts 
the preservation of the present status and security pro- 
vided to our kinsmen there. 

On security issues, Demirel said that terror incidents 
continue to occur in the country and that citizens were 
killed yesterday in Elbistan’s Ekinc: District. Linking the 
terror incidents to those occurring in southeast Anatolia 
and even in the big cities, Demirel said that the incidents 
were aimed at frightening the people. 

‘Terrorists’ Killed in Separate Clashes 

Silopi District Attack 

140707194791 Ankara TRT Television Network 

in Turkish 1700 GMT 7 Jul 91 

[Statement by the State of Emergency Governorship 
dated 7 July 1991) 

[Text] A group of terrorists attacked police and military 

targets in Sirnak’s Silop: District at 2145 on 6 July 1991 
When the security forces immediately returned fire, the 
terrorists fled, taking advantage of darkness 

As a result of an operation carned out immediately, the 
terrorists were spotted near Silopi's Uyanik village at 

about 1300 on 7 July 1991. Six terrorists were killed in 
the ensuing clash. Six rifles with a large quantity of 
ammunition, and other equipment and organizational 
documents were found on the terrorists. 

The identities of the dead terrorists are being sought 
Search operations in the area are continuing intensively 

Kahramanmaras Separatists Attack 

140607160991 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1420 GMT 6 Jul 91 

[Text] Elbistan (A.A}—Separatist terrorists killed five 
persons on Friday night when they sprayed with fire and 
burned down tents of cattle raisers grazing their animals 
at a plateau at Ekinozu township of southeastern prov- 
ince of Kahramanmaras 

Mustafa Demir, governor of Kahramanmaras, told A.A 
[ANATOLIA] that the massacre took place at Yilanovasi 
pastures where the cattle raisers put up their six tents. 

The terrorists fired point blank at the tents and later 
pulled out four persons from a tent and executed them by 
shooting. They finally set all six tents alight. 
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A child died by burning in this latest phase of the 
incident. An operation has been launched by the auth w- 
ities to catch the criminals, the governor said. 

Kurdish Newspaper Describes Clashes With Troops 

NC0707120791 

[Editonal Report} Bonn BERXWEDAN in Turkish on 
1S June carnes reports on pages 3-8 on activities by 
Kurdish guerrilla groups in the first half of June. 

Headlined “War News From the Various Regions of 
Kurdistan,” the newspaper reports that on 2 June “a 
two-vehicle enemy convoy was destroyed™ when it hit a 

mine laid by guerrillas in an area between Habise and 
Cinate villages in Nusaybin, which the paper refers to by 
its Kurdish name of Nisebin. “Twenty-one colonialist 
troops died on the spot, and the other 18 are reported to 

have been seriously wounded.” “The colomalists sent 
reinforcements to the area, who took their revenge on 
poor patnotic villagers when they discovered that they 
could not pursue the People’s Liberation Army of Kur- 
distan [ARGK] guerrillas. The area was sealed off for 
days, and nearly 50 people from surrounding villages 
were detained.” 

The report goes on to note that Nusaybin resident Salih 
Aydin, “who served as an agent for the colonialists and 
had links with the Turkish Intelligence Organization,” 
was assassinated on the night of 28 May by “an ARGK 
urban commando unit” 

The newspaper then adds: “A colomalist army unit 
operating near Saxe (Caglayan) village in Cizira Botan 
was ambushed by ARGK units on 3 June. At least eight 
special team members were reported to have been killed 
in the ambush. although some sources place the figure at 
10 and report that the casualties included village 

guards.” According to the paper, the guernilas withdrew 
without suffering any losses. Following the ambush, “the 
colomialists sealed off Saxe village and terrorized the 
patriots’ The mukhtar and some villagers were 
“detained and tortured.” 

“Following the example of Hezex [Idil], a social and eco- 
nomic embargo has been imposed against village guards in 
Cizira Botan. The people of Hezex report that ‘the embargo 
against the village guards to force them to lay down their 
arms has been successful.’ It 1s clear that the results of this 
victory are being felt in nearby regions. In response to a call 
from the Natronal Liberation Front of Kurdistan’s Cizira 
Botan committee, an embargo similar to that in Hezex went 
into effect in that district on 10 July, under which no one 
will speak to or greet the village guards, who will not be 
allowed to enter the district. In addition, no driver will give 
them a ride and no tradesman will sell them food, clothing, 
or other goods.” 
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The newspaper gocs on to say that “Sirnes [Sirnak] 1s 
one of the regions where the gucrnila war has concen- 
trated from the very moception of the movement.” The 
paper adds that to check the guerrilla movement here. 

the Turkssh Guvernment has deployed so many Army, 

pohoe. special team. and commando units im Sirnes 
town that (ev now outnumber the local population. “ht 

s saed that there are 13.000 crvelians and 17,000 soldiers 
m Sorncsa.~ 

Despite widespread detentions there, “the war 1s esca- 

lateng and spreading.” savs BER A\WEDAN. adding: “On 
6 June ARGK guerrillas attacked colomalist units near 
fess Res village in Sornes. Six enemy soldiers and two 
village guards were killed m the ensuing clash. The 
guerrillas withdrew without suffering any losses.” On & 
June. ARGK guernilas and “colomalst forces” engaged 
mm heavy fighting ncar Toptepe, which ut refers to by its 
Kurdish name of Avka Masrvan. “One first heutenant, 
one yurmor officer. and three privates and noncomuis- 

swoned offteers were killed and many others were 
wounded Although the colomialists claimed that three 
ARGK guerrillas were also martyred during the clash. 
gucrriila sources have not vet confirmed this report.” 

The newspaper adds that an enemys convoy came under 

guerrila rocket fire at the approach to Sirnak “around 
the same tome.“ “One heutenant, one yumor officer, and 
a driver deed when their vencie was hit by a shell. No 
information us yet available about other casualties ” The 
paper adds that another military vehicle was destroyed 
when ot het a mune land by the guerrilas in Kanryares 
regron between Sirnak and Sert 

According to BERAWEDAN. “the morale of the 
Turkish Republic's Arty wnets vs fallong as a result of the 
unrelenting guerrilla attacks. and soldiers have begun 
fighting among themsecives. There have also been 
instances of solders: disobeying orders and even of them 

shooteng at one another The soldvers of Kurdish ongin 
who are serveng in the Army are involved in many of the 
mcidents prompted by the hatred they feel for the fascrs: 
Meers as a result of what they have seen of the sttuation 
im Kurdistan and the savagery with which ther people 
ere treated ~ The newspaper say that. “One such mec 

dent occurred on 9 June mm Elk (Beytusschap) town. A 

Kurdish soldier serving in a colomalst unt m Elk 
quarreled with an officer mm hes writ and then shot him 
The offer deed imstantly and another soldier was 
wounded It has been reported that the Kurdish soldier 

then committed surcide, bul 1 ms probable that he was 

killed and hes death disgursed as a suncide © 

Returning to guernila attacks on troops, the paper 

reports that on 6 June ARGK guernilas ambushed 

“colomalrst units” mn Kela Sort, a mountamous region 
of Eik. “Ome heutenant, a noncommisoned officer, and 

cight soldvers were billed and a large number of soldiers 
was injured ~ The guerriflas suffered no casualties 

(in 4 June ARGK guerrillas attacked the police station on 
Destan regron of Cukurca. which BERXWEDAN reters 
to by ts Kurdish name of Cel, using rocket fire The 
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Station sustained considerable damage, bul “no onc was 
killed during the attack, although four or five people 
sustained wounds of varying severity.” “Recognizing 
that they could not hold on to that region, the colonialist 
forces abandoned the station and fled.~ 

The newspaper adds that “an enemy troop convoy was 
destroved™ mm another ARGK ambush im Korprulu, referred 
to by ots Kurdish name of Geyman, om the same distinct on 
6 June. “Firearms, rockets, and bombs were used.” and “it 
1s reported that |! soldsers died on the spot. Almost 40 more 
were serous!) wounded and most of them died on their way 
to the hosprtal or shortly after arriving there.” According to 
the paper, “ARGK guerrillas withdrew to their bases 
without sustaming any casualties.” It adds that Turkish 
officsals have tned to cover up this incadent by clauming that 
only two soldvers died in the ambush against the Agn 1/29th 
Infantry Regiment 

The newspaper notes that guerrillas also ambushed 
another troop convoy in Destan region im the same 
district on the same day “One heutenant and three 

soldvers were killed It « reported that many enemy 
soldiers were also wounded The guerrillas sustained no 
losses during the clash.” 

The paper then goes on to report that the guerrilla 
activity “has increased substantially” mu Dersim, espe- 

cually during June. “Heavy blows have been dealt to 
colomalist targets in various regoons of Dersim. The 
Turkish Republic, powerless in the face of the ARGK 
wnits’s strikes. 1% tryong to reassert its authorities by 
dctaming Many patnots.” 

(in 11 June ARGK guerrillas attacked the police station 
at Ambar village with rockets. The station was com- 
pictely destroyed and most soldiers present were killed. 

“Lt us reported that the remainder were taken prisoner by 
the guerrilas.” On the same day, a “fierce clash took 
place between guernfia units and colonialist army hordes 
near the village of Sinenk (Sihenk), on Mamrekan district. 
The colonialist warts suffered heavy losses but there 1s no 
word yet about the final toll One guerrilla was martyred 
during thes clash ~ 

BERXWEDAN goes on to report that on 12 June “a 
large-scale clash took place in Dest area in Xozad 
[Hozat}.” during which, according to initial information, 
cight solders were killed. “lt 1s reported that as a result 
of the spread of the fighting and losses 1 sustained, the 
enemy began dropping bombs on nearby forests, 
sparking fires which are still raging” The paper adds that 
“since the guerrillas’ atiacks have intensified, the 
number of those jornmng their ranks has increased.” 

It goes on to note that on 10 June 16 village guards came 
to Dargecit. referred to by its Kurdish name of Kerbo- 
ran, to buy food When the traders refused to sell them 
anything. the Turkish gendarmene detained three shop- 
owners. They were later released in the face of mounting 
protests by the townspeople 
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The newspaper also reports: “Widespread and intensive 
clashes are taking place between our national liberation 
forces and the enemy forces in regions between Wan 
[Van] and Colamerg. The colonialists have massed a 
huge military force there. It is reported that the clashes 
have intensified particularly afier an enemy convoy was 
destroyed in Cel [Cukurca]. Helicopters are constantly 
ferrying reinforcements to Ciyaye Katoye Xerkan region 
between Sax [Catak] and Berwari [Pervari]. Heavy 
fighting 1s expected to erupt there at any moment.” 

On 11 June the guerrillas raided Kocainis, referred to by 
its Kurdish name of Guzik, village in Motki district in 
Bitlis, which the paper calls Bedlis. They burned down 
the house of village guard leader Kemal Taskin and 
disarmed other guards who had ignored warnings to lay 
down their arms. 

In a related report entitled “ARGK’'s Intensive Activity 
Engenders a Popular Rebellion,” the newspaper says that 
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the intensified guerrilla activity since Newroz “has made 
a great impression on the masses and has, in a short 
period of time, turned the region into the scene of mass 
uprisings and rebellion.” BERXWEDAN adds that the 
unceasing mass demonstrations, which take the form of 
large funerals, clashes, shop closures, rallies, and inter- 
city marches, indicate that the uprising in Kurdistan is 

developing in parallel with the guerrilla war. It goes on to 
report that popular demonstrations are usually sparked 
off by guerrillas’ funerals. 

Perincek Elected Socialist Party Leader 

TA0707062691 Ankara Turkiye Radvolari 

Network in Turkish 0430 GMT 7 Jul 91 

[Text] Dogu Perincek has been elected Socialist Party 
leader. During the general party congress in Ankara, the 
delegates also elected the members of the various com- 
mittees. 
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